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VOLDIE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY

16

NEWS FROM
WASHINGTON
Quay's Committee is Favorable to Statehood.

fill such vacancies In the factulty.

GOVERNOR LONG

At the meeting last night the board
employed Professor Connelly, recently
cf Antlgmlsh, N. S., to fill the prlnct-palfhlat the high school building,
formerly occupied by Professor Lenk-cr- . He

is Dangerously Sick at Bos

The matter of employing a teacher
ton Hospital.
to fill the vacancy of the Second ward
school, caused by the resignation of
Profetsor Nicholson, was deferred un
til the regular meeting, which will be A BIG FIRE AT K1AGRA FALLS
held on next Monday night.
A number cf applications have been
made for the position.
The Santa
Island Alliance
Wool Market.
Officially Confirmed,
St. Louis, Jan. 30. Wool Steady;
territory and western medium, 17
19c; fine, 13 18c; coarse, 13017c.

THE CABINET CONSIDERING MATTERS

Great Britain, Germany and Italy Slow In
Accepting Bowen's Proposition.
Washington, Jan. SO. The commiton organlzat!on of executive departments, of which Senator Quay is
chairman, has ordered a favorable report on the statehood bill offered by
the renator as an amendment to the
impropriation bills. The committee
was not formally called together, but
Mr. Quay saw the members on the
floor of the senate 'and secured their
consent to the favorable report of the
bill as a rider to the supply members.
All of the committee, who are in the
city, gave their assent, except Senator
Btverldge, who, as the leader of the
opposition to the b'.ll, of course, objected.
Senator Wetmore, who is a member
of the committee, is opposed to the
bill, but he is absent from the city
and coulJ not be consulted.

tee

tertainlng

in a pleasant social atmosphere, then meeting with a most
friendly feeling In a 'contest where a
championship Is at stake.
On next Friday evening the two
teams, who have won the admiration
of the lovers of the sport, will play a
game at Colombo hall, which will determine the championship of the territory.
The basket ball season will last for
several months yet and with the predominating spirit, it looks well for a
decidedly Increased interest in the
next few months.
The University basket ball team and
the many friends who were guests of
the Minor? last evening, are profuse
in their thanks for the evening of
tendered
pleasure and enjoyment
thein.

The National House.
Washington, Jan. 30. In the
of Speaker Henderson, Mr.
of Pennsylvania, presided in the
house today.
On motion of Mr. Gillett, of Massachusetts, the report on the memorial
of the National Red Cross society sent
to congress yesterday was ordered
printed as an executive document.
Under the order made yesterday,
the house then proceeded to the consideration of private claims bills.
Dal-zel-

l,

Money Market.
New Tork, Jan. 30. Money on call,
easier 3 3 H : prime mercantile paper,

505;

silver,

47.

Colorado Legislature.
Denver, Jan. 30. Both houses of
legislature adjourned today until Monday.

ck

CONSTABULARY DEFEAT THE

LAQRONES

Boston. Jan. 30.' Tho following
V was Issued ou the condition of ex- Governor Long nt 5:30 this morn- -

ing:
Governor Long has had three
. hours sleep during tile night, bo- 6ides naps. Kidneys are a little
V more active and he Is certainly
POLICE COURT.
holding his own.
Although Mr. Long came to the
V hospital two weeks ago with ca- tarm of the bladder, it was not
Tramps and Drunks Entertained by
i until Tuesday that his condition
N became so unfavorable.
At that
Judge Crawford.
S time symptoms of grippe set In. N
On Wednesday
the patient be- ccme mildly delirious- and a new
THE USUAL FINES.
N complication, in the shape of the
S kidneys fai.lng to perform their
functions, set, In. Since then the
A convention of hols and drunks
N physicians have been fearful of
was held at the police station this
uraemlc poisoning.
morning, at which nine of the roving
order answered the role call. After
McKINLEY DAY.
DAMAGING FIRE.
each member's- name had been recordIt Was Appropriately Observed Here ed in the police records, the Judge
Will Cripple Many Big Enterprises at
Yesterday.
proceeded to assign them to special
Niagara Falls and Buffalo.
McKinley day was celebrated In Al- work. Several worthy members were
Niagara
Falls. N. V., Jan. 30. Fire
buquerque yesterday In a most appro- released on the strength of the strong iu
the power house of the Niagara
priate manner.
life's history presented.
Falls Power and Conduit company lasi
R. V. Taylor, a well dressed sport,
The city schools observed the day
rjrjlit destroyed thousncis cf dollars
b holding exercises appropriate to the presented the court with a (10 bill, that
of valuable machinery and
occasion.
the disastrous attempt to break up a worth
doubloss will menu u' ureat loss to
The members of G, K. Warren post Chinese restaurant might he branded most of
the big factories here, some
.
No. 5, and the ladies of the local Wom- upon his mind.
of which must remain Idle f'r week?.
an's Relief Corps met at the residence
J. W. Linnlcks pleaded guilty to the Offlci r of t::e company were
not
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Harsch In the even- charge of vagrancy without attempting
ing in honor of the martyred presi to tell the judge any hard luck story. age, to give an estimate of the dambut they admitted
the situadent.
He received five days visit at the city tion Is serious and wouldthat
badly cripple
A fine program of speakers, music building for his frankness..
many plants, not only In this city but
Dodge City was represented by three
and refreshments had been arranged.
The speakers were Gov. E. S. Stover, young fellows whose appearance did in Buffalo, Lockport and Tonawanda.
Department
Commander J. W. Ed- not speak well for their home order. Tile fire Is said to have been caused
wards, Doctor J. S. Warner, Capt. H. They all claimed that they were al- 'ty l.ghtning, which prevailed throughA. E. Plckard and the Rev. Thomas most, but not quite, ready to go work out this district during the night.
Harwood. The latter gentleman re- when they were ordered to appear beTHE ALLIANCE CONFIRMED.
turned thanks for supper. The attend- fore the grand regulator of the hobo
ance was large, the refreshments was order. Lenard Hawkins, a lad claim
Island Combine No
and many were the good ing to be only 14 years old, would make Santa
t lap supper
Opposition
to Be Built.
Lines
things provided and served.
the court believe that his father Is a
Topeka, Kas, Jan. 30. General Man
well to do physician at Dodge City,
Colored Woman Dead.
while he is versed In the art ot dish ager Mudge, of the Santa Fe, today
Mrs. Julia dc Fuentes, a colored lady washing around cheap restaurants. said of the Rock Island-SantFe al of the city held In the highest respect The Judge plied all sorts of questions 8 nee '
by her many friends, died at the resid- regarding
"The Santa Fe will build from Dodge
this peculiar state of family
ence of her daughter, Mrs. E. T. Ells- relations, which only resulted In the City to Liberal, Kansas, connecting
worth. 809 Third avenue, at 10 o'clock story becoming more complicated. The the Santa Fe main line with the Rock
tbi3 morning, after an illness of nine boys were released with strict orders Island at once. From Liberal to some
point in New Mexico, where the new
months. Deceased has been a resident to get to work or hit the pike.
of this city since 1S88, and had reachFe cut off crosses the Rosk Isl
Santa
Fred Burnett, a retired miner, with
ed the age of 52 years. She Is the
a sensational life's history, was de and, a distance of 350 miles, the Santa
mother of three children, who still sur- tained five days because his story did Fe will use the Rock Island tracks.
vive her. A daughter, Mrs. Ellsworth,
not take well. According to his Imag From this point the Rock Island will
and son, Edgar, of this city, and a son, ination
use the Santa Fe tracks to the Pacific
Rodney, of Denver. Funeral services England,he has a mother and sister In coast.
supporting
whom
he
been
has
will be held at the African Methodist
"This will probably blot out the
Episcopal church tomorrow afternoon and educating, while he has been play plans of both roads for rebuilding hereing
of the wandering Willy.
role
the
at 2:30 o'clock.
opposiJ. M. Armston, a fallen counter jump- tofore proposed New Mexico
lines."
tion
er, whose appearance shows he Is not
Found Not Guilty.
Aspen, Colo., Jan. 30. Owen Thorn, on friendly terms with work, will lend
LADRONES DEFEATED
a merchant charged with the murder his efforts toward Improving the
of James Coutts, who was found dead streets for five days.
Fred Jones, an English coal miner, Tha Constabulary Defeat Rebels Over
in the rear of Thorn's store, was today
in the Philippines.
who
has a wife and two children In the
found not guilty by the jury. Coutt'i
Manila.
Jan. 30. Eight Lad rones
country,
old
story
an
unfortold a
of
was killed by a blow on the head. He
one constable were killed in an
was at one time a wealthy mining tunate existence abroad, while at the and
same time he was supporting his fam- encounter at Ormoc, West Leyte provman.
ily abroad. His story warranted con- ince, on Tuesday.
The fight was a hard one but the
sideration from the judge, as his apMarriage at La Junta. '
Harry H. Bourne and Miss Bertha M. pearance was presentable, and he was constabulary finally won by a daring
Baldrldge were united In marriage on given the pass word to get out of the charge.
One hundred and fifty Ladrones surWednesday at noon at the brido's pa- city.
Depot Officer Barton rounued up six rendered at Ormoc the following day.
rents' residence at La Junta, Colo.
The bride Is the daughter of Mr. of the delegates at this morning's ses- The district has been orderly and it
and Mrs. J. H. Baldrldge, of that city, sion of court. Although this session of la believed this surrender will lead to
and a niece of J. C. Baldrldge, proprie- activity at the station did not fatten pacification.
The bodies of the three American
tor of the Baldrldge lumber yards, of tho police funds, it is the duty of the
this city.
officers to herd them in, when they are volunteers, including Mr. Osborne, a
The Broom Is a druggist, now em- found loitering around. Some of the teacher, who were killed at Bolinac,
ployed at one of the leading drug men will work but are handling hard recently, In a fight with Ladrones,
stores of La Junta.
lines. The Judge is very Just in his have been recovered.
Dr. Kimball, pastor of the Jlethodist dealing with this peculiar class of
A Village Burning.
church at La Junta, perforned the
and those who eive any evl- Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. SO. An EvenIdenc-ceremony.
of having worked are turned
The newly married couple have gone loose, for there is no use making them ing Wisconsin special from Portage,
The village of Rio. Colum. I n Wis., says:
(
.
!&W .
o Denver to spend their honeymoon. Inn
iwiiili
tha
ftvw..
..u.
in
jJtri.ot;
till
inc i 1 1.
The bride has visited In Albuquer- says he Is having a harvest of trouble bus county. Is burning. Rio has a popque and has friends here who will be with the traveling gentry now, who ulation of 500 and contains but few
business houses.
gla.l to hear the news.
without exception claim they are
bound for Helen, but that it is his duty
Accident in Local Yards.
SCHOOL BOARD.
to run them In when found loitering
Traffic was stopped In the northern
a ho ut the yards.
part of the Santa Fe yards for several
A Professor Elected for the Central
"When they blow in," said the officer hours this afternoon, by a car In a
School.
this morning, ' all black and dirty from heavy fruit train jumping the track
The school board met at the Central the smoke and dirt they accumulate in just as the train was leaving the yard,
school lat-- evening in an adjourned riding, they look like desperate charac- bound for the north. Tho last part of
meeting of the special meeting held ters, but when they get up to the police extra 34 was passing the switch at
on Saturday night and called on mat- station and wash up It makes all the Tljeras road when the fifth car from
ters In connection with accepting the difference In the world."
the caboote left the track. It ran about
resignations of Professors Lenker and
The hobo order Is as interesting as a hundred yards on the ties and then
Nicholson and employing teachers to it Is amusing.
tcppled over in a half upright position.
pre-rnro- il

CABINET MEETING.
Several Very Important Questions Considered.
Washington, Jan. 30. The question
ot most serious importance before the
cabinet today related to Venezuela.
for
Action taken by congress
strengthening coast defense fortifications and Improvement of naval and
military establishments was generally
referred to and cordially approved.
It is made clear that the United
States is not expecting nor looking for
trouble, but the administration Is determined to be prepared for any situation that may arise.
THEY ARE SLOW.
Big Powers Delay Answer to Bowen's
Venezuela Proposition.
Washington, Jan. 30. No answer
has yet come from the allied powers
to Mr. Bowen's last proposition. The
British ambassador sent a long cable-giato Lord Lansdowne yesterday
afternoon stating what might be expected in case Great Britain and her
two allies insisted on the preferential
treatment for the blockade powers.
The text of the cablegram cannot be
publshed, but it Informed the foreign
office that Minister Bowen, in the
event of a refusal of his proposition
would call upon the representatives of
the other claimant powers In Washington and state to them that Venezuela
was being forced by the triple alliance
to yield to the plan which would affect
seriously the interests of France,
Norway and Sweden,
Holland and the United
States. When this step Is taken it is
expected that France will make representations at oace to London, Berlin
and Rome, protesting against any in
terference with the previous arrangement she made with Venezuela for the
settlement of claims. France may be
joined in this protest by the other
claimant nations. '
Bel-glu-

Spain-Denmar-

THE MINORS ENTERTAIN.
Their Dance List Night a

Most Enjoy-

able Affair.

With enlivening and exhilarating
music rendered by an orchestra, whose
equal is seldom hed In any of the
city dauees, the Minors' basket ball
team entertained in tie most enjoya
ble mar-- .. a a large number of their
friends In honor of the I'niverslty basket ball team at Grant hall, last night.
A program of Uauces familiar to the
crowd of young folks was ai exquisite
treasure when accompanied by the
sweet strains of music furn'shed by
full orchestra. The
the Beny-Dcvinmerry and Joyful crowd enji jed the
hospitality of the Minors until the
cheerful evening was Hearing tha first
hour of the day. That the teams are
devoted to true sport is proven by en
e
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being held by the coupling of the other
of about
cars. The train was mad?
fifty cars ll loaded with fruit. The
car that went over was filled with oranges, but there will be little or no
damage to the contents. It h thought
that a spread rail caused the car to
leave the track at tho switch.
v--

p

Fe-Rc-
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TERRITORIAL
LAWMAKERS
.

Eighth Day's Proceedings
Legislative Assembly.

County Builders at Santa Fe,
delegation has arrived In Santa Fe
to push the formation of a new county
out of eRPtern Valencia and Bernalillo
and southern Santa Fe counties. The
ne w coi::ity Is to be named after Pe;ler-nr.Peak, one of the land tiiarks In the
proposed new county. Among the promoters of the scheme are William Mc
intosh and Angus McOlllivray. well
known sheep growers with headquarters at Chllill. It Is understood that the
county seat is to be fixed near Wlllard
on the Snnta Fe Central railway. A
strip six miles from the north to the
south Is to be taken from the south
THE COUNCIL.
end cf Santa Fe county: the remainder
was called to order
The
council
is to coma from eastern Valencia and promptly
10 o'clock a. m., by Presiat
New
counties.
eastern Bernalillo
dent Chaves.
Mexican.
After prayer, roll call and reading of
the minutes, the following bills were
MILLS AND BUILDINGS.
Introduced:
Council bill No. 11. by Mr. Albright,
an act providing for a geologic and
Immense Structures for American natural history survey of New Mexico.
Council bill No. 12, by Mr. Albright,
an
act to amend sections 1, 2, 5, 9 and
Lumber Company,
11, of chapter 6(5 of the laws of 1899,
'
relating to jurors.
13, by Mr. Martinez,
No.
bill
Council
ENGINEER DAVIS AT WORK.
an act to repeal sections 1388 and 1378
of the compiled laws of 1897, relating
Chief Engineer Davis, of the Ameri- to the observance of the babbath day.
The council then went Into executive
can Lumber company. Is busily engaged In drawing up the plans for the loca- session to consider the question of em
tion of the mills and buildings on the ployes, and a telegram, said to have
company's grounds northwest of the been sent to Governor Otero. The telecity. To a Citlen representative, the gram was referred to the committee
plans, as far as completed, were given on statehood.
Council joint resolution No. 6 was In
for publication.
At the extreme northwest corner of troduced appropriating funds for the
Thirty-fift- h
the site the log pond will be located. payment of the employes of the
legislative assembly. It carries
This pond has a capacity for about 3,
$2,465 to pay the council territorial em(K)0,000 feet of logs, board measure.
Next to this will be saw mill No. 1, ployes for the first ten days, and $2,339
a double band mill, the main bluldlng to pay the house territorial employes
the first ten days. It, passed and
niaurlng 70x230 feet. The large en- for,
gines and boiler, to be utsed for furnish- was sent to the house tor concurrence.
After the executive session, which
ing power for the plant, will be located
east of saw mill No. 1. ' Near to the lasted an hour and a half, the followpower house the large machine shops ing bills were Introduced:
Council Bill No. 14, an act providing
will be located. A refuse burner, for
consuming all the waste material that for the uniform indexing of all titles
will accumulate around the mills will and Instruments affecting titles, etc.,
be built south of these buildings. By by Mr. Spless.
Council bill No. 15, an act to repeal
this means the premises will be kept
1 of chapter 99 of the session
section
neat
condition.
in a clean and
Saw mill No. 2 will be located direct- laws of 1901, relating to supreme court
ly west of mill No. 1. This mill will judgments, by Mr. Spiess.
Council bill No. 16, an act to amend
be the same size and will be exactly
888 and 889 of the complied
sections
1,
the same design as mill No. and an
other power house will be built to laws of 1897, relating to supreme court
judgments.
furnish power for mill No. 2.
President Chaves ruled that the
Tracks will be run to both mills In
order that the timber in a manufac statehood committee had not yet been
tured state can be loaded for shipment discharged.
The council then adjourned until 2
right from the mills.
In tho afternoon.
o'clock
building
large
will
The next
be a
Afternoon Session.
pumphouse, containing the water sys
tem, whicl the company will use to
The council was not called to order
furnish water for the log pond when urtil 2:40 o'clock, awaiting the report
of the committee on statehood.
the water in the Rio Grande Is low.
A message was received from the
Near the purcphouse a water tower
eighty-fivfeet hliih, having a capacity house announcing its concurrence In
council joint resolution No. 6. The
of 35,000 gallons will be erected.
Then In order, trending toward the president presented a petition from the
south will be built the dry kilns, dry New Mexico Military Institute at Ros
lumber sheds, planing mills, a large well asking for the appointment of a
box factory, storage house for boxes legislative committee to Inspect the incrated ready for shipment. The dimen stitute. The petition was referred to
sions for these last named buildings the committee on education.
have not been decided upon as yet.
The committee on rules reported
A main line spur will be run from that it recommended a rule that the Inthe Santa Fe main Hne'dlrect to the tent and purpose ot bills sod resolulog pond, spurs will be run from this tions be expressed In their title. The
main spur to an the different buildings. recommendation was adopted.
Track No. 1 will run to the planing
Mr. Fall, chairman ot the committee
mill. Track No. 2 i. saw mill No. 1. on statehood, reported
that be had
Track No. 3 to the box factory. Tr-c- V
iwen Instructed to confer with GovNo. 4 to the storage house. Track No. ernor ctero to refute the charge that
5 to the yard containing the stock as the governor and people of New Mexit comes from the mills, and to mill No. ico are opposed to statehood.
2. Track No. G to the yard in which
By unanimous consent the rules
will be stored the lumber in the rough were suspended and the following bills
state. South of all the other buildings. were Introduced:
the storage grounds, which will have a
Council bill No. 17, by Mr. Duncan, a
capacity of from 15,0o0,000 to 20,000,- bill to create Mills county. Tucumcarl
000 feet of lumlier. The grounds of the Is to be the county seat of the new
company will be entered about a half eounty. Referred to the committee on
mile north of the city limits at the end county and county lines.
of Twelfth avenue.
Council bill No. 18, by Mr. Spiess,
Engineer Davis stated today that upon request of Mr. Andrews, relating
they were waiting for the arrival of the to the assessment of sheep for taxaSanta Fe engineers, who will Immedi tion. Referred to committe on finance.
ately begin work on tae main niie spur,
The council then took a recess to
As soon as this Is finished stone, lum await the action of Governor Otero on
ber and building material will be council joint resolution No. 6, passed
shipped in, and work wnl begin on the by both houses and sent to him.
construction of the buildings. It will
Shortly after 4 o'clock a message
possibly be three weekB and perhaps was received from Governor Otero, in
less time U'fore everything will be In which ho stated that he had vetoed
readiness to begin work.
council joint resolution No. 6, providThe great expense which will be nec- ing for the pay of extra legislative emessary in erecting all theso buildings ployes for the first ten days of the sesassures the permanency of the Amer- sion.
The council unanimously passed the
ican Lumber company's plant.
resolution over the governor's reto and
Chicago Grain.
then adjourned until Friday forenoon
Chicago, Jan. 30. The following are at 10 o'clock.
tho quotations at the elope of market
today :
THE HOUSE.
The house was called to order at 11
July. 74-Wheat May. 774-- :
o'clock a. m.
Corn Jan., 46; May.
May, 36 Vi.
There was considerable debate over
Oats Jan.,
the adoption of the journal, Mr. Kil- Pork Jan., $18.75; May, f 16.55.
A

.

d

DISMISSED EMPLOYES WILL BE PAID

Governor Denies the Charge That He and
the People Are Against Statehood.

.

e

j.

33;

H.

patrlck moving that all reference to
the territorial employes be stricken
out. The motion was lost 7 to 17. A
motion by Mr. Dalles to reconsider
was lost 10 to 14.
A message was received from tha
council asking for concurrence In
council resolution No, 6, providing for
tho pay of extra employes for the first
.
ten days.
House joint resolution No. 2, rela-In-g
to furnishing each member with a
copy of the compiled laws, was sent
back from the council for translation.
The special conference committee
on employes made its report through
its chairman, Mr. Llewellyn, as
Your committee on conference beg
to report that we have held a meeting with a like committee of the council, and that we have agreed upon tho
following list and scale of wages to be
paid the employes of this, the thirty-fift- h
legislative
assembly,
until
changed:
Per. day.

Interpreters

. .

$6.00

'.

Assistant enrolling and engrossing clerk
Assistant sergeant at arms
Reading clerk
Assistant reading clerk

Translator

..............

.V . J

5 .00

.

4.00
6.W
8.60
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

Assistant translator'
Stenographers and typewriters...
..
Assistant chief clerk..
S.OO
Journal clerk
Messengers
3.50
Day watchman
3.60
4.50
Assistant journal clerk

Doorkeepers..!.

Committee clerks
Night watchman
Sweepers

Postmaster

.........
;

. . .

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.60
8.60
3.50
3.50
1.50

;
Porters
.'
Cloak room clerk
Bill clerks
,
.'
Pages
Cristoval Sanchez moved to amend
by Inserting $5 In place of $3.50 after
messengers, day watchmen, assistant
Journal clerk and doorkeepers. He expressed himself In favor of paying all
employes well. Upon motion of Mr.
Dalies the motion was tabled.
Uuon motion of Mr. Bowie and by
unanimous consent asked for by Mr.
Llewellyn, the words, "for the first ten
days of the session," were substituted
for "until changed." The report was
then adopted.
The following bills were then Introduced:
House bill No. 35, by Mr. Bowie, an
act providing for the burial of deceased
soldiers and marines, honorably discharged. This Is similar to ft bill introduced In the council by Mr, Hughes."
Referred to the committee on military
affairs.
House bill No. 36, by the speaker, an
act to amend chapter 33 of the laws ot
1901.
Referred to committee on Judiciary,
House bill No. 37, by Mr. Martlne.
an act relating to the building of school
houses In school districts. Referred to
the committee on education.
House bill No. 38, by Mr. Gutlerrer.
an act relating to land grants and for
other purposes. Referred to committee on Judiciary.
The house adjourned until 2 o'clock
In the afternoon.
Afternoon Session.
The finance committee made a
verbal report through Its chairman,
Mr. Dalies, recommending the passage
of council joint resolution No. 6, providing for the payrhent of employes.
The resolution whs passed under suspension of the rules.'
The house took a recess to await tha
report of the committee on statehood.
The Bcsslon was resumed at 2:35
o'clock. Mr. Bowie, chairman ot tha
committee on statehood of the house,
reported that Mr. Fall, chairman ot tha
Joint committee, had been Instructed
to see Governor Otero and with him to
refute the statement made In the California legislature.
The committee on statehood held a
meeting this afternoon to answer tha
followiug telegram received by Gov- -

(Continued on pace five.)
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THE ALIUTQltEKQUK

DRUGS
B H. BRIGGS & CO.,

Careful Attention Given to Prescription Work

Daily

Opposite Alvarado Hotel

McCREIQHT, Publishers

UUOHES
Thoa. Hugtaee

". T. McCretht....lfgr.

Editor
and City Editor

Published Dally and Weekly.

Associated Press afternoon
Largest City and County
The Largest New Mexico
Largest Northern Arizona

dispatches
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation

Copies of this paper may t found on
at Washington In the office of our
paela correspondent, B. O. Slggers, 918
T Mmt N. W., Washington D. C

SUa

Terms of Subscription.
W OO
Daily, by mall, one year
Daily, by mall, all months
l.ou
Daily, by mall, three months
1.60
M
Daily, by mall, one month
71
Dally, by earner, one month
Weekly, by nail, per year
1.00
The Dally Cltlaen will be delivered In
city at the low rate of N qgnts per
week, er for X cents per moafio, when
ale monthly. These rates are lees than
If a
other dally paper la the tar- -

nm

Mew Mexico demands

thti

'

Fifty-Sevent-

h

Statehood from
Con a --ess.

THE BUSY BROWN HEN.
Kggs are now coming down to a
level where ordinary people can take
an interest in them.
Gut ordinary
people do not know the extent of the
egg Industry In thla country. It Is
stated by officials of the bureau of an I
mal industry that If all the egg product
of 1899 were loaded in ordinary refrigerator cars, the train would be 8G8
miles long, or longer than the distance
between Washington and Chicago.
"Look at the figures: 1.293.181.144
dozens, or 43,127,272 crates of thirty
dozens each. These are worth
In 18S9 the product was
fewer than In 1899. The average price per dozen ranged from 7.7
cents In Texas to 43 cents In Alaska.
The average price lor the whole country was 11.15 cents per dozen. There
were 203 eggs for each of our population and these were worth $1.89.
"In the production of eggs Iowa
leads, with 96,621,920 dozens, worth
$10,016,707. Ohio comes Into second
place, as to amount, with 91,766,630
dozens, worth $10,280,769.
IUInios
takes third place, with 86,402,670 dozens, worth $8,942,401, and Missouri
comes next, with 85,203,390 dozens.
worth $8,315,371."
In Kansas the production of eggs In
1879 was 17,432,000 dozens, in 1889 it
was 42,684,000 dozens, and in 1899 it
was 73,190,000 dozens.
"The poultry and egg product of
1899 Jn Kansas was vaiued at $13,728,-29of which $6,419,183 waa for poultry and $7,237,111 was for eggs. Dairy
products fell behind this industry to
the extent of $l,945,u92, while the animals sold was the only item of those
or animal origin which outvalued poultry and eggi.
"All anlmaT products were Valued at
$96,372,849, and poultry and eggs
formed 14.3 per cent of this sum."
$144,-286.37-

.

Lead and i!nc mines have been
found In Greenland. Probably the next TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
big deposit of coal will be uncovered TakeLaxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
at the north pole.
This slgna- - jemi g.
on every

nrm

ture
bo. 25c
There Is a woman in Jamaica who
has served one household a period of
Boost for Statehood.
eventy-fou- r
years.
At the request of Delegate Rodey,
She is a right
amart woman, even for that gingery the following telegram was sent to
United States Senator Quay:
Island.
Senator M. S. Quay, Washington,

D.

It Is not exactly an Alphonse and C:
,
F&Tmlngton board of trade, comCaston act that Beverldge and Quay
are producing in the senate, but It is posed of fifty members, wish to thank
.

something akin to it, with Quay having you for your efforts In behalf of the
the best of the argument.
omntbus bill. The Bevorldge report
Is a slander,
fid 0. Wolcott says he will remain
I. K. ft Rl.Lfens,
In Colorado. He proposes to use the
Secretary.
axe In the decapitation of those repubHeads fehoud Never Ache.
licans who helped along his defeat for
Never endure this trouble. Use at
the United, States senate,
once the remedy that stopped it for
The man or woman who Is always Mrs. N. A. Webster, of Winnie, Va..
construing another's actions or wordB she writes: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
to have an evil meaning not Intended wholly cured mo of sick headaches I
by the author is usually one whose own had suffered from two years." Cure
headache, constipation,
biliousness.
acta will not bear close scrutiny.
25c at all druggists.
o
Notwithstanding the fearful weather
ALGODONES NOTES.
stories that come from elsewhere, the
temperature at Albuquerque is still Special Correspondence.
favorable for building operations. Keep
Algo.lones, N. M., Jan. 29. Pedro
the hammers and trowels going.
Perea paid a short visit to this place
lust week and reports everything pros
All intelligent South Americans must perous with him.
see that the Monroe doctrine has just
Stockmen are jubilant because of
saved one of their republics from ter- the moisture from the snow which fell
ritorial seizure. The United States is on the ranges in Buch liberal quantitheir real bulwark against foreign ag- ties.
gression,
Farmers are commencing to plow
for the spr'.n 4 planting. Wonder what
There seems to be no limit to the some of our eastern friends .would
power of a monarch. Emperor William has interdicted the translation
HEAD.
of Kipling's poetry, and the hah of
Persia has prohibited the Importation
'
"Where the camel's head trees his
of automobiles.
body follows," says an Oriental jroverh.
It's the same way with disease. A small
McClure's has a $50,000 libel suit on opening will give it an entrance anu
its hands. When magazines enter the when disease once nas a place in tne
Held which until recently was occu- body a large numler of ills may follow it.
The opening lor disease
pied exclusively by the daily and weekly newspapers they cannot hope to es- Is often found in a " weak"
stomach.
When the
cape the ordinary consequences.
stomach is " weak " the
bodv also Incomes weak
Two hundred excursionists have ened by lack of
JuBt had a narrow escape In the vicin- nutrition,
and
ity of Mount Pelee, the volcano hav- disease attacks
liver,
heart,
ing suddenly blown off Its cap again. the
kidneys
It is a queer place for picnic patries, lungs,
organs.
and
other
irrebut Its fascinations seem to be
Dr. Pierce's
sistible.
Golden Medical Discovery makes the weak
Never in all the history of railroad stomach strong. It cures
ing has there been such a continuous diseases of the stomach
series of frightful railroad wrecks as and other organs of diand nutrition,
that of this winter. There were four gestion
so enables the body
for the news columns yesterday, In ad and
to resist or throw off other diseases.
dition to several described the after
Meu and women who are sick are innoon before.
vited to consult Dr. Pierce, by letter, free,
and so obtain without charge the opinion
A good many theatrical shows have of a specialist on their ailments. All corAd
been circulating in this region of late respondence (strictly confidential.
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Bullalo, N. Y.
and they are all applauded in the high' dress
" For the past two vmra I have been a very
lck woman." writra Mr. Chrslry. of 108 Woodest circles that Is, the galleries. The land
Cleveland, Ohio.
tried medicines
class of shows being handled this sea' from Ave.,
doctor and to no avail At last I decided
to
out
this
sent
try
Dr.
Hieroe's Golden Medical Kiscovery
those
above
aon are far
When I started I a all
and had a
way, when one, L. M. Crawford, of To' very
unpleasant tatte in my mouth. Was
choked up, and at times It was very hard for me
peka.had charge of the circuit.
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to have made and to keep this the
best known and the best every way
laundry In this section of the country.
So you need have no fear of having
your laundry work slighted. We want
you to speak well of us, as others have
done; we want your trade for years to
come. Try us out.

lib.

i

I.

e

1

1
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CCfffifiCE
li a in

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

niiais tm

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. 8TRICKLER, V. F., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, A
tit Cashier
WM. MelNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

J.

Imperial Laundry

M. flOORE
(ESTABLI SHED 1883.)

Back of Postofflce.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Silver
Avenue
Stable
FEED AND SALE.

LIVERY,

WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

114

Saddle Horsea a Specialty. We
board horse andhave first class rigs
for hire.
U E. CAREY, Prop.

SLEYSTER.

B. A.

BOOMS

CROMW1CLL

12-1-

ii"T

ABSTRACTS OP TITLZ TO BERNAI ILLo countv
TATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOU8ES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
'

AND

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTAF.Y PUBLIC

7T77

8

sfl

JJ

MANAGER OP

BLOCK.

Antnmatlo Telephone 174.

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

rR3
:

f

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
R. P. HALL,

LIQUORS & CIGARS

WHOLESALE

We handle everything in our line
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Louisville, Kentucky.
111 S.

Albuquerque, N.

First St.,

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

MELINI & EAKIN

THE JOHN BECKER CO,
Boiler Mills ai d Elevator

M.

Mausard's Mills,
MAUSARD, Prop.

CHAS.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
FLOUR

AND

BRAN

IN

CARLOAD

LOTS A SPECIALTY.
. New Mexico
Albuquerque,

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

f

wm

OF

aiaaaaMaaaaaaaMmJaa1
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVtrtY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

e

V. V. Clark,
Notice for Publication.
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 106
(Homestead Entry No. 4499.)
Albuquerque, N. M.
avenue,
Gold
Went
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
Specialties: Reports, surveys and maps;
works; mines and
plana
reduction
and
29, lti03.
mining investments; second hand mining
Notice Is hereby Riven that the fol machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
lowing named settler has filed notice
DENTISTS.
in
of his Intention to make final
support of his claim, and that said
Edmund J. Alger, U. D. S.
proof will be made before the Probate Su6 Rallrond
Office hours,
avenue.
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albu a. mtl to 12:3rt p. m. ; 1:30 p. tn. to b p.
4t!2.
mads
Telephone
Appointments
10,
l'.03,
on
viz.:
querque, N. M.,
March
man.
Hannah E. Downs, for the SEli Sec
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. S.
12, T. 10 N., R. 3 E.
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
James E. Elder, of Alouquerque, N mail.
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquer
LAWYERS.
que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albu
querque, N. M.; Thomas Hall, of Albu
Bernard S. Hodey
Albuquerque, N
ATTORNEY-AT-LAquerque, N. M.
M. J'rompt attention given to all business
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
in prac.
pertulnlng to tne proression.
tlce In all courm of the territory and be
Notice for Publication.
tore tho United States land office.
(Homestead Entry No. 4S&7.)
M. Bond
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan ATTORNEY-AT-LA- Ira
42 F street N. W.,
26, l'J03.
pensions, hinds, patWashington, u,
Notice Is hereby given that the fol ents, copyrights, cavluts, .letters patent,
lowing named settler has filed notice trade marks, clulms.
William D. Lee
of his Intention to make final proof In
Ottlce, room 7. N.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAsupport of hia claim, and that said T.
Armljo building. Will practice In all
proof will be made before the register the courts or the territory.
or receiver r.t Santa Fe, N. M., on
R. W. D. Bryan
March 10, 19(13, viz.: Joseph Davis, for ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque. N.
tho SEH NK4. NE'i SE'4 Sec. 3
M. Office, First National Bank building.
SW',4 NV4. NWU S , U Sue. 33, T
Frank W. Clancy
9 N. It. 9 E.
ATTORNEY-AT-LArooms 2 and S. N.
He names the following witnesses to T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
prove h',.-- continuous residence upon
E. W. Dobson
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice, Cromwell
' William Tinker, of Galisteo, N. M.; block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Maurieio Gomez, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Stingle
Anastaclo Sandoval, of Galisteo, N. M.; ATTORN John H.
AW. Cromwell block
to breathe. I had severe headachis and rutting Nicolas Tenorlo, of Santa Fe, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
pains in my knee joint. Wat so we.ik I could
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
not attend to niv work nor wilk up or down
PHYSICIANS.
stairs without the asi'4nn-- of mv brother or
o
aome friend. I am now taking the fourth bottle,
Plumbing.
am
happy
say
to
Wr
and
like mvself again.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
We have added a plumbing departI can k up and down stairs and prrlorm my
Homcoputhtc Physician
duties as well a any one Kvervthiun seems to ment and tin shop to our
business.
Whiting Rloek.
17,
Room
be brighter, and
cau asMiit you that life la
When you have anything in this line
worth living
KINDERGARTEN.
Accept no substitute for "Golden Medto be done see us about it before placical Discovery."
There is nothing just ing your order. Albuquerque Hardas grywl for dyspepsia or debility,
Miss Phllbrlck's
ware company.
Kindergarten and Primary Department,
biliousness it cured by the use of Dr
Conveyances
Commercial club building.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
Subscribe for the Citizen.
pupils.
will call for

BANK

"M

Bitter

THE CAMEL'S

A Vienna paper 1b alarmed about the
construction of the Panama canal, and
says: "America will soon be the pre'
dominant world power." Why should
the Panama canal do more barm than
the Sues canal? As for American su
premacy, it is already established in
many respects, and it is working to
the advantage of mankind, though not
vt royalty.

oooaooooaooooaaooa

a

Kue-yo-

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Jjdbuqucniue

think to hear of commencing their
To Cure
spring plowing about the first of Feb
Sick Headtche,
ruary.
"fc Sour Stomach,
From present Indications there will
ndijreslion,
bo a large Increase In the acreage
I'VSDPPSij.
planted the coming season.
fenstipation,
T. O. Utley says there Is no doubt
Vaiaria Fever
and
that work on the smelter will com
should take
nienre In a few dnys, as he says the
machinery Is on the road. And we
the Hitlers at
once. No other
will have a boom In a short time.
remedy Is so efA new coal vein has been struck
fective or has
about eight miles from here and claims
mire a record of
are made that It Is the best quality of
?T cures back of
coal, and the vein is five feet thick
If such Is the case It will help thla
Give it a trial.
place, as this is the nearest railroad
point.
News from the Sand!a mountains Is
LETTER LIST. .
good and tho miners are satisfied with
the outlook.
Following is fje list cf letters reWe are In hopes of seeing the state. maining uncalled for In the postofflce
hood bill pass and statehood given to at Albuq iirque. New Mexico, for the
week ending January 31, 1903:
the territories.
Ladles' List.
A Scientific Oesct very.
nasford, Miss
Miss Ger- Kodol
does for the stomach that
nle.
truditas
which it is unable to do for Itself, even Benedict, Mrs E Jaramlllo, Sra
when but slightly disordered or overMrs F J
siliana
load. Kodol supplies the natural Juices Connor, Miss
Sllbeftra
of digestion and does the work of the
erlne
Mares,
Delflna
stomach, relaxing the nervous tension, Clements, Mrs
Muiller, Mrs C E
while the inflamed muscles of that
Mary
Martinez, Miss
oragn are allowed to rest and heal. Creagh,
Katie
Aliss
Kodol digests what you eat and en Dwyer,
L E Spratt, Mrs M M
Miss
ables the stomach and digestive or Davis, Mrs
Jessie Shirley, Mrs Ella
gans to transform all food into rich, Findly,
Miss B
Turner, Mrs Arthur
red blood. J. 11. OTt'.elly & Co. and B. Garsia, Margarita
&
Briggs
Co.
II.
Men's List
o
Allen, E P
CEMENT BEDS AT GOLDEN.
Locke, John B
Arajon, Bernabe
Lovex, Vldal
President Sopers and Experts to In- Aber, D J
Metson, J E
vestigate the Gold Contente
Armljo, Ramon
Marshall, J M
Propertiee.
of There
Erown, I A
McMillen. Mr and
President Sopers, of the Bayard Min- Brown, Frank
Mrs Odle
ing company, which has Its property at Iialdez, Cristobal Montollo, Frederlco
Golden. In Santa Fe county, has arriv- Birtman, Fred A Menasco, W W
ed at Golden.
Chaves, Condido
Munger, Roy
of Condobal, Cecaro Milke, Leonard
Mr. Sopers Is a
Toronto and he is accompanied on this Coppl, D
Manchova, Juan
trip by his wife and daughter and a Cleveland, George Moore, Ed
party of friends that includes two minG
Neville, Mr
ing experts.
Craln, G W
Peters, W E
It Is the Intention during the trip to Collins, John
Parker, Day
start the mill of the Bayard company Chaves, Juan Jose Preston. Ben
and make a thorough test of the gold Dalton, E E
Ponce, Tomas
bearing cement beds. Every precau Foster, A J
Rivera, Damacio
tion has been taken to have this test Frank, E L
Reynolds, J E
complete and to establish beyond any Garcia, Alejo G
Romero, Julian
doubt whether or not the beds can be Garcllla, Aristo
JW
prked at a profit. At a previous test
agon
Shaffer, Clyde
the opiulons of the two experts were Garanillo, Jesus
Salas, Ladosio
exactly opposed.
Snorbu3, Geo J
Griffith, Hunter
Goodlander, J H Tafolla, Fells
Don't Worry.
Garsia,
Tofoya, Perfeto
This is easier said than done, yet it Haltt, DTelesfora
S
Maddle, F H
may be of some help to consider the
Yaldez, Manuel
matter. If the cause Is something over Jarratt, Michael
which you have no control it is obvi Kllbourne, E W Vernes, Stephen J
ous that worrying will not help the Lagerwall, F A
matter in the least. On the other hand,
Persons caning for tne above named
if within your control you have only letters will please say "Advertised,"
to act. When you have a cold and fear and give tne date of publication.
u. W. HOPKINS. Postmaster.
an attack of pneumonia, buy a bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
use it judiciously and all cause for .Acker' Blood Elixer positively cures
worry as to the outcome will quickly chronic blood poisoning and all scrofu
disappear.
There is no danger of lous affecUous, At all times a matchpneumonia when it la used. For sale
less system tonlr purifier. Money re
by all druggists.
funded if you are not satisfied. 50c
and $1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B.
Notice for Publication.
H. Briggs & Co.
(Homestead Entry No. 4t03.)
0
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
JEMEZ & SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
29, 1903.
STAGE LINE.
Nonce is hercb; given that the following named settler has filed notice Carries the U. S. mall; only line with
of his intention to make final proof in a change of stock en route; good rigs,
support of his claim, and that said horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerproof will be made before the Probate que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
Clerk of Bernalillo County, at Albu urday at 5 a. m. For particulars adquerque, N. M., on March i0, 1903, viz.: dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, AlJane Hall, for the NE'l Sec. 12. T. 10 buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Jemez.
N.. R. 3 E.
He names the following witnesses to
F. A. Jones, E. M., C. E.
prove his continuous residence upon,
Consulting Mining Engineer
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
U. 8. Geological Survej
James E. Elder, of Albuquerque, N Field assistnnt
Albuquerque, N. M.
M.; Mrs. Leila A. Brown, of Albuquer
Correspondence solicited.
que, N. M.; David Stewart, of Albu
of
Downs,
auernue. N. M.: Watson H.
PROFESIONAL CARDS
Albuquerque, N. M.
MINING ENGINEER
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register

li

THE POPULAR DRUG STORE

(Jifijfi)

C1T1ZKX, FIJI DAY, JANUARY 30 1903

fV

Prescription Druggists

The Alvarado Pharmacy,

OAlLf

Secretary Mutual Building Association
at J. U. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard

Office

A. D. JOHNSON
I

Have a Stock of New Elipse Wind
Mills and Repairs on hand. Bring
Around Your Wagons.

LEAD

AVENUE. BETWEEN FIRST

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell

Wheat, write to

BELEN, N. M
THE JOHN BEOKEK CO., Props.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic Thone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No.

AND SECOND STREETS.

Auto 'Phone

508.

5.

ALBUQUERQUE.

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securlt
permanent relief from irregular i
painful periods by using these wafei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., importers.
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo county..

..",.J7j

THOUSANDS SAVED By
DR. KING'S NEW

DIS00VRY

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

This wonderful inwlifino positivelj
cures Consumption, Coughs, CoMb
Hrouchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
ha, Fever, Pleurisy, LnGripjie.

Every bottle guaranteed
JRICE

1 1

NO CURE. NO PAY.
50e. and $ 1 . TRIAL DOTTLES

FREE- -

LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILP1NO.

COMHERCIAL

PUBLIC 3SOTIOE!

comHaving other business to attend besides my store, I am
for
see
and
price
Quote
these
pelled to sell my goods at cost
yourself.
Hats, from 50c upwards.
2 packages Coffee, 24c.
Shoes, Shirts, Feed and Candlea all
per
11c.
pound,
Coffee,
Raw
Ttnacto.) Tavn fiU. nnnnrlH fnr 11.00. at cost.
Eastern Caaned Fruits at 10c each.
Sugar. 4 pounds for 25c.
California Canned Fruits, 12'2c and
5 pounds of Native Beans. 25j.
upwards.
5
Sardines at 5c, or for 25c.
Rice, 4 pounds for 25c.
Boys' Suits. $2.00 and upwards.
Everything else In proportion for
Men's Working bults. 1.00.
CASH.
Good Sunday Suits, 5.00.

A. Bratina, General Merchandise
923 South Second

Opposite A.

&

P. Shops.

.

.

.

.
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lilE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN

Railroad Topi
The strain wrecker Is at CerrllloB to terday morning there were twenty cars
of freight In tho yards to be moved
place a touplo of cars on the track.
south, but only ten could be taken, and
O. E. Roc, Rpneral freight and
BRent for the Santa Fe at El with these ten the train had to be run
Paso, la In the city on Important into Santa Fe as a double header. It is
hnrd to see where the saving comcB In
business.
The many friends of Knginorr John for the railroad company In reducing
Huel) will he glad to learn that he Is its service when even with a daily sernetting nlonii nicely and will not loose vice traffic on the Santa
line was hard to handle. At Alamosa
his aim ns was at first thought.
The Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling day before yesterday a number of cars
railroad was sold to the Lake Shore & went over an embankment. This mornMichigan Southern road. The price ing the train went out of Santa Fe two
paid is not known. The Vanderhilts hours late. It was an hour late last
evening In arriving here.
will take possession February 1.
The Tres Piedraa Fire.
The contractors have finished gradDuring a heavy wind storm Tuesday
ing for the half mile curve at Florence, Colo., which will connect the evening or some time during the night.
Chandler and Oak Creek branches of seven cars, mostly loaded with merthe Rio Grande. Construction men chandise, were burned at this depot.
will arrive there in a few days to lay The cause of the fire is not known, but
supposed to have originated from
the track.
The loss Is beO. W. McCourtney, an engineer on freighters' camp fire.
the Santa Fe, was severely scalded at lieved to be quite heavy.
Iiloom, near I. a Junta. His engine
HAIR NATURALLY ABUNDANT.
jumped the rails and turned over, severely scalding his face, neck, arm and When It is Free of Dandruff, It Grows
one leg. He is now at the Santa Fe
Luxuriantly.
hospital and it is thought he will reand dandruff
Hair preparations
cover.
cures, as a rule, are sticky or Irritating
The members of the Santa Fe fire affairs that do no earthly good. Hair
department of the local shops are when not diseased, grows naturally
making great preparations for their luxuriantly. Dandruff is the cause of
s
ball whiclrw ill take place on the night
of all hair trouble, and
of February 17. Quite a number of dandruff is caused by a germ. The
tickets have been sold, the money for only way to cure dandruff Is to kill the
which will go to buy new uniforms for germ; and. so far, the only hair prep
the department.
aration that will positively destroy the
The I.as Vegas Record says: Mrs. germ Is Newbro's Herplcide absoluteA. M. Brown, whose husband was a ly harmless, free from grease, sedifireman here and who skipped out and ment, dye matter or dangerous drugs.
left her In an impoverished condition It allays Itching instantly; makes hair
some time ago, sold all ol her furni- glossy and solt as silk. "Destroy the
ture and left town between two days. cause, you remove the effect"
Monday night, and failed to notify several creditors of her destination.
"Sold by leading druggists.
Send
D. C. Cain, general superintendent of 10c in stamps for sample to The Herthe western division 01 the Sauta Fe plcide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
at La & Co., special agents.
railway, with headquarters
Junta, and F. C. Fox, division superinQUAY'S SHREWS MOVE.
tendent at La9 Vegas, were in consulGenyesterday
with
tation at Santa Fe
Introduces Statehood Bill as an Amenderal Manager W. S. Hopewell, of the
ment to Appropriation Bills.
Santa Fe Central railway, concerning
A few minutes before Senator Lodge
other
Kennedy
crossing
and
at
the
suspended hla speech In opposition to
railway matters.
the omnibus statehood bill WednesinI. N. Wheatley, a foreman and
day, sayg a Washington dispatch. Sen-to- r
& Sons,
spector of work for B.
Quay, in charge of the bill, Introrailroad construction contractors, with duced the statehood measure as an
cut-off
at
Fe
contracts on the Santa
amendment to each of the two approBelen, is in the city, having came up priation bills, the agricultural and the
from the valley town this morning. sundry civil bills.
Mr. Wheatley says that the wye at
The document was handed In very
Belen is almost finished and that the quietly and the occurrence attracted
grade from Belen to the river will be no attention at the time. The amendfinished tonight.
ments contained in each case all the
An order has just been issued to the provisions of the bill as it came from
effect that engineers on the California the house, and provide for the admislimited are to use particular care in sion of Oklahoma, New Mexico and
taking curves between Las Vegas and Arizona as states of the union.
Albuquerque. The passengers on the
Senator Quay would not discuss the
fast trains usually get breakfast and purpose of this step, but his friends
lunch in the dining car during the run practically admit that it is the intenbetween these points and the waiter tion to so join the measure with the
sometimes finds it difficult to keep the bills providing money for the conduct
oysters on the plate .when he finds the of the business of the government as
car floor suddenly wandering from to render it necessary to accept the
under him.
statehood amendment, in order to seRobert Wllkie, an engineer on the cure the passage of the appropriations
Soutnern Pacific, killed In the collision bills.
near Tucson, Ariz., was a brother of
That this la the purpose is made
Engineer Joe Wilkie, of the Colorado more evident by the fact that Mr.
Midland. The latter received a tele- Quay requested that the amendments
gram at Colorado Springs, Colo., noti he referred to the committee on organfying him of the death of his brother ization and conduct of executive deand left for Tucson. The deceased partments, if which he Is chairman.
was well known in Colorado, having
A rule of the senate requires that in
resided in Colorado City, and had a run order to avoid being thrown out on a
on the Midland road up to alout a year point of order, an amendment to the
ago.
appropriation bill must have been reIt is asserted at Montreal that Wil- ported by some committee of the senliam Mackenzie, one of the promoters ate.
and builders of the Canadian Northern,
Senator Quay's committee Is comtook with him to England acceptance posed of nine members, a large ma
by the Grand Trunk Pacific people of
PREACHER OUTWITTED
an offer for all their railroad interests
in Manitoba and the northwest. The
In Another Preacher's Family.
total price agreed upon Is placed at
"It is easy to sing the praises of Pos-tu$18,000,0(K),
or $6,500,000 more than
Coffee; in fact, I should be
the total outlay to date. Friends assert most Food
ungrateful did I not," says Mrs.
that Mr. MacKenzle carries with him R. B. Wright, the wife of the minister
minute financial details so that the of the First Congregational church of
deal can easily be consummated.
Boise, Idaho.
"Five years ago I was a nervous
EMPLOYES STAND FIRM.
wreck and yet hard to convince that
Insist Upon Their Demand for More coffee was Injurious. Postura was recommended by a friend and found to be
Pay from Wabaah.
Locomotive firemen and trainmen on delicious and strengthening. In a short
the Wabash railroad have voted almost time my nervousness left me and tounanimously to uphold the committees day I am well and hearty without a
that have presented demands to Presl moment's sickness.
"My husband has been relieved of
den Ramsey. The exact vote records
57 per cent in favor of enforcing the re biliousness by Its use and our eldest
quest for higher wages, signed sched daughter, who was a delicate child,
uUs and better conditions of employ has wonderfully improved in health.
She haa gained in flesh and is stronger
ment.
Although President Ramsey is in tha never before in her life, while I
scarcely know I have any nerves. The
Florida, General Superintendent
e
has agreed to meet the committee whole family, children and all, prefer
in St. Louis to consider the proposi- Postum to coffee.
"How sorry I feel when 1 hear any
tions presented.
P. H. Morrissey,
grand master of the brotherhood of one say: 'I don't like Postum.' I know
railway trainmen, and A. U. GarretBon, they have not properly prepared It and
first vice grand conductor of the order have frequently suggested another
of railroad conductors, are In St. Louis trial four teaspoonfuls of Postum to
awaiting the vote on the question of a a pint of water, which must' boll at
strike by the employes of the Missouri, least 15 minutes after boiling comKansas & Texas railroad. After this mences, have cups warm and serve
vote the officers will again meet th very hot with good cream thia is a
railroad officials, and upon their de- cup fit for a king.
"I know many whj have been benecision rests future action.
fited from ita use; nervousness, dys
RAILROAD MATTERS.
pepsia, with couutless other ills, vanish wlnn Postum becomes the family
Denver & Rio Grande Has Troubles
breakfast drink and coffee Is left out.
Since Reducing Its Service.
"At our table recently, a clergyman
Of eight cars of freight on the Denwas asked if he would not have his
ver & Rio Grande aiding at Tres cup
refilled. He replied: 'I never
Piedras, seven cars, three of them
allow
myself but one cup of coffee,"
loaded, burned to the ground Tuesday
when
ami
Informed that he had been
night, says the New .Mexican. If the
drinking Postum, he exclaimed: 'Indaily service had not been abandoned,
I will have another cup,' surthese cars wotiM in all probability deed.
have been moved before the fire and prised and gratified that he had been
outwitted. This was considered a good
thus escaped destruction.
When the
narrow gauge train left Antonito yes- - Joke by the younger members of the
family."
nine-tenth-

Mc-Ge-
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Ayers

Jorlty of whom are friendly to the ad
mission of all the territories as states.
and although it is a committee which
las not had a meeting for years. It is
contended that It Is perfectly compe
tent to pass cn any measure that may
be referred to It for consideration.
In the usual order of business the
amendment to the sundry civil bill
would have bten referred to the committee on appropriations
and the For colds, coughs, bronamendment to the agricultural bill to
the agricultural comm!ttee, but this chitis, consumption. Wc
was not done because those committees are not so certainly favorable to have been saying this for
the statehood proposition, If favorable
at all to !t. Hence Mr. Quay decided 60 years.
oldest docto have the bill go to his own committee, where ho feels sure of securing tor in town says so, too.
tho action ho seeks. The Intention is
to have the committee called together
ask the youngest one
at an early day to consider the amendjust from coilccc. iZXrzlk
ments.
It is understood that the decision to
take thia step accounts for Mr. Quay's I yon. Scwickley. Pa.: I. II. Wilson
r
motion to adjourn at an unusually ear- and family. Denver; Mia. O. W.
and son. Topeka; Miss I,. Sheets,
ly hour Wednesday, In the face of the
notice given by him Tuefday, that he Port Lavaca, Texas.
would ask the senate to sit In continThe Secret of Long Life.
uous session until the statehood bill
Consists in keeping r.U the main orshould be disposed of.
gans of the body In healthy, regular
action, and in quicVly destroying deadll Unwell.
Try a 50c bottle of Herblne, notice ly disease germs. Electric Bitters rethe Improvement tpeedily effected In gulate 6tomach, liver and kidneys,
your appetite, energy, strength and purify the blood, and give a splendid
vigoi. Watch how it brightens the appetite. They work wonders In curspirit, gives freedom from indigestion ing kidney troubles, female complaints
nervous diseases, constipation, dyspepand debility.
Isaac Story. Ava, Mo., writes: Sept. sia and malaria. Vigorous health and
10th, 1900. "I was in bad health. 1 strength always follow their use. Only
had .stomach trouble
for twelve 50c, guaranteed by all druggists.
o
months, also dumb chills. Dr. J. W.
COMING EVENTS.
Mory prescribed Herblne," It cured me
in two weeks. I cannot recommend
Thursday mvenlngs Dance at Odd
It too highly, It will do all you claim Fellows' hall given by Mrs. B. Frank
for It." Sold by Cosmopolitan Phar- Fillmore.
macy B. Ruppe.
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
hall given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
WOULD-BASSASSINS.
January 30 Elleroy Royal Italian
They Pound and Bruise Rafael Baca band at Colomlio hall.
January 31 "Sidetracked," at Co
in a Frightful Way.
Rafael Baca, of Tecolote. yesterday lombo hall.
February 4 Degree of Honor ball
caused complaint to be filed against
Isldro Solano. Vivian Lopez. Reducln-d- at Odd Fellows' hall.
Trujillo, Serafln Bernal and Pedro
February 4 "James Boys" at Co- Martinez for assault with Intent to lombo hall.
kill. Sheriff Romero at once went out
Thursday, Feb. 5 Guards' ball at
to Tecolote. gathered In the accused Grant hall.
and placed them in the county Jail for
February 17 Santa Fe Pacific Hose
safe keeping pending the preliminary company hall at Colombo hall.
trial.
February 27 A ball given by the
From what could be learned the ac- International Association of Machincused caught Baca alone and cruelly ists. Rio Grande lodge, No. 131, at Cobeat him with rocks and clubs over lombo hall.
8
the breast and head, only ceasing
February
Catholic mistheir cowardly attack when Baca was sion at Immaculate Conception church
unconscious and presumably dead.
by Rev. Father Barry.
He regained consciousness, however,
March 2 Schubert Symphony flub
and lodged complaint, although he is quartet at Colombo hall.
lying in a very critical condition at
Carpenters and machinists tools of
present. The trial Is set for Monday,
Hardware
all kinds. Albuquerq'ie
February 2.
One of the accused, Isidro Solano, company.
o
was convicted of assault on his wife
Have your nouBe wen ventilated bj
at the last term of court, and sent to using
a Peninsular base brrner.
the penitentiary for 100 days. That Whitney Company.
account
light
on
was
sentence
made
o
of his being connected with a highly
Aluminum house numbers; three for
respected family, but St Is safe to say 25 cents. See C. A. Hudson, Second
that If convicted this time there will avenue.
be no leniency shown. Las Vegas
Tin, gaivamzea iron and coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
Unconscious rrom Croup.
aj.
During a sudden and terrible attack
of croup our little girl was unconscious
DEMING.
from strangulation, says A. L. Spafford A Kw Pointers Abcut a Good Town In
postmaster, Chester, Mich., and a dose
Southern New Mexico.
of One Minute cough Cure was adminKeep your eye on Homing.
istered and repeated often. It reduced
Demlng hag Just been Incorporated.
the swelling and inflammation, cut the Demlng, the coming city of New Mexmucus and shortly thee hlld was rest- ico.
ing easy and speedily recovered. It Demlng has a magnificent school syscures coughs, colds, lagrlppe, and all tem.
Demlng. the railroad center of New
throat and cheat and enables the lungs Mexico.
oxto contribute pure, health-givinDemlng, the gateway to the best part of
ygen to the blood. J. H. O'RIelly & Old Mexico.
Co. and B. IL Briggs & Co.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Alvarado.
Wm. Z. McDonald, Columbus, Ohio;
G. Van
Platen and family, Bayne.
Mich.; Mrs. J. L. Robinson. Rock Island, III.; Jas. F. Claikson and wife,

Chicago: Miss Blanche Fitch. Magda-lena- ;
Saginaw,
Frank Baumgarten,
Mich.; M. D. Austin, Milwaukee: W.
L. Shewart, Pittsburg; M. V. Packard,
Indianapolis; Will R. Mill, N. Elmer,
Kansas City; E. L. Aner. San Marcial;
H. W. Kelly, Las Vegas; Lou 8 Dueler,
El Paso; Geo. II. Krans. E. P. Hubbell,
Denver; J. W. Chapman and wife,
Agnes M. Chapman, Detroit; L. E.
Moses, Great Bend, Kansas; J. W.
LapBley, Chloride, N. M.; Chas. Francis, Los Angeles; Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
MacLarens, Miss Osborne Gallagher,
Ingersoll, Ont.; August Gamble, De;
troit; Dr. H. H. Van Kirk, Ft.
T. M. Ramsdell, Topeka; W. N.
McDonald. St. LouIb; T. I. Witting.
Denver; Jas. P. O'Donnell, GalveBton;
F. L. Harrison, Ft. Worth, Texas; Mrs.
F. W. Mister, Hillsboro, N. M.; Geo. E.
Roe, El Paso.
Win-gate-

Sturges' European.
W. C. Dennis, D. Dunham, Kansas
City; J. R. Murphy, Chicago; L. L.

Warren, Gallup; Esqulpula Baca, Pena
Blanca; Jas. Lucas, Cerrillos; John
Fredricks and wife, Ciipplw Creek;
E. J. Reeves, El Paso; C. A. Clau- sson, Trinidad; M. E. Sweeney, Mary
Sweeney, Cleveland, Ohio; J. La n back,
Las Vegas; S. M. Robertson, Clncin
natl.
Metropolitan.
Wm. Marr, wife and daughters, Columbus, Ind.; J. J. Burnham and wife
Apllngton, Iowa.
Grand Central.
Wm. Harllg. Bound Brook, N. J.;
Sam Lewis, Kansas City; Elmer E.
Veeder, Las Vegas.
Hotel Highland.
Warren H. Stine, Alleutown. Pa.;
J. Y. Arnold, Atlanta, (la ; James E.
Muskegon, Mich.;
sullivan,
Walter

Luna.
Demlng Is the great mining center of
the southwest.
Demlng! Don't "iverlook It If you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equto Polan springs.
Demlng has Increased 50 per cent in population In four years.
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments In Demlng lots will double
and treble In one year.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses is live times In excess of the supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water for
irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gardens.
Buy lot and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Demlng you can buy lota at $100
which will pay you luO per cent in less
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel la needed
to accommodate the enormous increase of
population.
Demlng la a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the giat smelter center.
Two large plants will be installed within

Baby Caps
In red, b'ue or brown
trimmed regular 35c value
Sale Trice

Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them in Demlng cheap now, with cer-

tain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of fruits

and vegetables of all kinds.
Demlng offers tho same opportunities
now that the moat prosperous cities In the
west offered several years ago.
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.
Demlng ships over l'lO.OOO head of cattle
annually; Is tha center of the greatest
breed'ng region in the southwest and cattlemen all know thia.
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You know and everybody else
knows that our ftock of black
silks Is beyond comparison. Our
prices do all the talking. LION

O
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STORE.

plain

or

Fleece lined in small and large sizes
well finished regular 75c
value Sale Trice per garment

1"

vwu

LADIES9 & MISSES' HOSE

LADIES' PETTICOATS

About 10 dozen of 'em good cashmere wool in plain or ribbed splendid

Made of Outing Flannel in a large
variety of patterns usually sold at 40
cents Saturday Night,
each

40c quality- -Sale Price, per pair

Boys9 VJaists

s
900 yards cf Nos. 40, 50 and 60
Taffeta, Moire and Satin Ribbons in
black, cream, cardinal, pink, baby blue,
navy, brown, reseda, etc formerly sold
up to 50c Saie Trice,

cale

Made of good quality blue or red Persizes 4 to 13 regular

tirr
Tow e is
Turkish
Bleached fie, soft quality medium
value

per yard

Sale Piice

Em

regular 15c value
Sale Price
size

Mens9 Half Hose

41

MMC

Mens9 Underwear

Hermsdorf black positively the best
25c grade ever shown
Saturday Night, per pair

Heavy fleece lined shirts and drawers
to match all sizes worth 75c
Saturday night, per garment

mJ

THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities.rhopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happi-

ness be yours.

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of

al

the year.

Boys9 Union Suits

ihe

WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE COMPANY'S combination bond policies.

It will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.
It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after the second
year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from Ios.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of

their country to be retired on a pension. You can buy a 10, 15 or
payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.

20-ye- ar

FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOND WRITE OR
CALL UPON

L

J. H. O'RIELLY
Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.5

Albuquerque,

-

-

-
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MATTERS.

notaries Appointed-la- nd

Office

'

some alarm.
Several small blazes
were discovered In that part of town
last week, but were extinguished before serious damage was done.

THE

ADJUTANT

Interesting

Busine-

Civil Service Situations.

Report

GENERAL

About

National

The United States civil service comGuard Off.cers and Men.
mission announces that on March 3
and 4, 1903, an examination will be
held for the position of aid In zoology
NEW INCORPORATION.
CIVIL
WAR VOLUNTEERS.
in the national museum, Washington,
I). C, at a salary of (60 per month; on
The Kastcrn Railway of New Mexico March 10, for the position of aid In
The annual report of Adjutant Gen
in the national museum,
tiaa filed In theoffloe of Territorial Secretary Raynolds four sectional maps. Washington, D. C, at a salary of $50 eral Whlteman to Oov. Otero shows
They are of Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 In per month. See local board of examin- the condition of tha national guard of
ers for proper blanks.
Valencia county.
New Mexico cn December 31 last. Its
Notaries Appointed.
composition
on that date was seven
Consumption.
From
Death
Governor Otero has appointed Will-laHenry O. Robertson, a young man companies of infantry, one troop of
A. Dayer and Charles L. Bishop,
both of Santa Fe, Santa Fe county, no- for many years connected with the cavalry and a signal corps, which with
Santa Fe ofllces at Chicago, died In the addition of the members of the
taries public.
city last evening at 7 o'clock of staff, constitutes a total strength of
this
Land Office Business.
Deceased came here 525 officers and men. Regret Is exHomestead Entries: Thomas F. Kea- tuberculosis.
that the Gntling gun squad
ting of Rowe, 10 acres of land In San about the middle of December, but pressed
was not reorganized, as Its term of serMiguel county; Edward J. Pennell of the dreaded disease had a fast hold
vice expired during the year and It
Rowe, 160 acres of land In San Miguel upon him. and the Ideal cllma,te was was an excellent organization,
well
The
condition.
to
his
beneficial
not
county; David Pino of Wagon Mound,
young man was about 35 years of age. drilled and efficient In every respect.
160 acres of land in Mora county.
England, where he has In the Infantry, company C was dis
Mining Entry: The Keystone Copper He comes frompresent.
A sister resides banded during tho year on account of
at
two
slaters
Mining Co., the Pay Rolo lode In the
States, who has been not- lark of interest and company I on acUnited
in
the
Bromide mining district, Rio Arriba
ified of the brother's death. The re- count of the expiration of its service.
county, comprising about 20 acres.
mains were embalmed by O. W. Strong The term of troop K of the cavalry
Incorporation.
who will await Instructions also expired and no steps have been
&
La Sociaded Union y Fraternldad fromSons,
taken to reorganize It. Three Infantry
the sister In this country.
Mexican of Roswell, Chaves county,
companies were organized during the
was In corpora ted yesterday. The soyear, D at Silver. C'.ty, H at Socorro
ciety is organized for mutual assist- WILL FORMULATE DEMANDS. and K at Las Vegas.
ance, aid, care for the sick, to bury the
General Whlteman says the guard Is
dead, etc. The term of existence Ms
in better condition than ever before In
fifty years and the Jocatioa of tbe so
Coramilfee ' of srery repecL The great drawback
ciety Roswell, The. Incorporators ajJ.The Natlonarwaie
.
X.JC..i'. -- ,r AV.yj: fcas betfti the taek of opportunity to get
that training and drill In battalion and
United Mint Workers in Session.
Rumaldo Contreras,; 7. M. Garcia,
regimental formation, In guard mountMen-dosJesus A. Montoya ahd Manuel
ing and guard duty and other duties
Incumbent on a soldier which can only
AFFECTS ONLY BITUMINOUS FIELD.
be secured In camp. The passage of
the militia bill in congress will require
tnuch harder work of both officers and
Indianapolis. Ind., Jan. 30. The na
aien In the guard and they will be Intional wage committee of the United spected by officers of the regular army.
(Continued from page one.)
Mine Workers and the representatives It Is recommended that the appropriation of $1,000 per year for armory rent
Hahn, of Pasadena. Cal., states that of the coal mine operators began' their and $500 for contingent expenses be
wage
today
fix
scale
to
conference
the
you and your people are opposed to
ncreases to the lump sum of $2,000
statehood. Will you wire Senator W. and conditions of labor for the ensuing and that the two amouots be placed in
year.
are
There
sixteen miners. and
H." Savage, Sacramento, to the consame fund. Nor Bhould the places
trary for use" in" California legislature sixteen operators in the conferenceJ the
where armory rent is to be paid be
twenty-fou- r
mining
representing
states.
The malicious charge will be denied
Extravagant stories are heard concern- specified In the act as k some times
In the most emphatic terms.
happens that companies named In the
Mr. Turner Informed the house that ing the demands to be made, by the, act disband during the year and others
opera-miners
and
of
the
the
attitude
council
the
had adopted a scale of pay
not mentioned are organized so that
for Its employes In the future and that tors, but despite tuese reports there rents for such organizations cannot be
wage
wfll
are
a
Indications
scale
that
It would be well for the house In caupaid.
cus to settle the matter as soon as pos- be agreed upon without resort to exIt is recommended that the salary oe
by
treme
measures
side.
The
either
sible.
increased to $2,000 a year as so much
upon
prepared
are
to
miners
an
Insist
The house then adjourned until 10
general. He
Is believed Is required of the adjutent
Increase in wages and
o'clock Friday forenoon,
general,
commisquartermaster
Is
also
that the operators are willing to boil- sary general, chief of ordnance and
ernor Otero:
though
an
advance,
conceding
cede
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 29. Senator
packing and unthat present conditions do not justify common laborer in
ship"Special Dispatch" Racket Exploded. it. After the . usual preliminary skir- packing stores and receiving and
passage of
ping
addition
In
the
them.
The Citizen, yesterday, called atten- mishing the conference between the
bill adds to the responsibility
tion to the fact that the "special dis- miners and mine owners undoubtedly the Dick
the
patch racket from Santa Fe Is being will resolve Itself Into a controversy of the adjutant general and during
will handle $10,009
worked In ridiculously large chunks over the amount of the wage Increase. coming summer he money
government
for which he
these days."
It is believed that the miners' wage of tho
governNo reference was made to any per- committee will be willing to receive an will have to give bond to the
pres- son or corporation, In calling attention increase of 15 per cent, or even less, ment In the sum of $20,000. The
for the duties
to the "special dispatch racket," but it though they go Into the conference pre- 3nt salary is insufficient
resulted in an open confession from pared to demand an advance of 25 per .equlred and will be more bo with the
addod.
the talented city editor of the Journal-Democra- t cent. It seems that the Ohio and West other duties
The manouvers r.t Fort Riley are re
in the following sentence:
Virginia miners are asking the maxand their prac
"By an especial arrangement with imum.' The miners of Indiana, Illinois, viewed at some
an
uniform good
the
tical
character
Wells-Fargexpress company, the western Pennsylvania
the
and central
report of the day's (legislative) pro- Pennsylvania favor a demand for an results to officers of lae guard and army are commented upon. The officers
ceedings are promptly brought to the advance of from 15 to 20 per cent.
army extended a constant couroffice and later matter Is sent by wlrf,"
The result of the conference U bind- of the
tesy to the national guard officers and
1
Therefore the two ,6? three columfiB ing only on the miners and operatorc good feeling between the two was
of "special dispatches," so labeled and Of the bituminous field in what is greatly promoted.
published dally In' the Journal-Democraknown as the central cempetltlve disThe compilation of a roster of New
are not "special dispatches" at trict. This district Includes the states Mexico volunteers of the Spanish-Abrought
by
are
all, but
to the office
of Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, and the erican war, for which the last legislaespecial arrangement with the Wells, Pittsburg or Fifth district In Penn- ture made an appropriation of $600 has
Fargo Express company and not the sylvania. Only bituminous coal Is min- not been made and the amount will be
Western Union Telegraph company. ed In this district. The anthracite op- returned to the treasury. The war deIt Is good for one's soul to tell the erators have not yet acknowledge the partment refused the military records
truth.,
organized the organization to the ex- if Colonels Wood and Roosevelt on thp
tent of meeting It in wage conference. ground that the regiment was not a
A Gun Play.
states,
The scales of all twenty-fou- r
and It Is
The young Italian bartender in the however, depend upon the scale that territorial organization
saloon on First avenue north of the Is signed in the central competitive against the rules of the department to
In
Rico cafe, was arrested this afternoon district, and all other scales are Bigned furnish state or terltorial officers
charged with making a gun play on a on the basis of that settlement. Con formation concerning national volunyoung fellow from a Santa Fe road sequently the results of the conference teers. The commanders of the troops
in New Mexico
gang.' The trouble started in the sa begun today are of paramount Import- of the regiment raisedprepare
rolls, but
loon, and when the fellow from the ance to miners and operators in Iowa, offered to assist and
lack of
From
was
one
received.
not
gang
building
the Missouri, West Virginia, Kentucky,
had left the
read
made.
not
been
roster
has
data,
the
bartender followed him out. A volley Tennessee and other states outside the
The New Mexico Military Institute,
of stones were sent after the young central competitive district.
located at Roswell. Is highly praised. It
fellow and not being satisfied the barBesides making the demand for an was inspected on March 1C, and everytender went after a gun, which he had advance In wages, It is known that the thing
in
ready for use. The timely appearance miners will ask the operators to put good pertaining to It was foundsays
condition. GoneralWhlteman
of a Citizen reporter caused him to the
system into effect and
institu
conceal the gun. Gun plays on First giant a portlonate Increase for the in- that at each Inspection of theImproved
conditions
he
found
has
tion
numerous
too
becoming
avenue are
side and outside common labor around
those of the previous year. The
and the matter was reported to the po- the mines. A smaller differential be over
great need of the Institute is more
lice, who arrested both of the men. twec-pick and machine mined coal
be an additional
They will have a hearing In the morn- v!l lalso be demanded. Owing to the room and there should
county cadets are
many
So
building.
ing.
.'
number and Importance of the ques maintained at actual cost that until
tions to be discussed and acted upon It accommodations are Increased the in
B. & L. Association.
Is probable that the conference will be stitute will not be self supporting. It is
meeting
directors
of
the
The annual
In t ssion ten days longer.
earnestly urged that the law be amend
and stockholders of the
ed so as to permit territorial and
Building and Loan association was
Best Liniment On Earth.
full
held In the secretary's office In the
Henry D. Baldwin, Supt. City Water county cadets to remain for tho now
Grant building last night.
Works, ShullBburg, Wis., writes: "I term of four years. The law as It
The meeting closed after a thorough have tried many kinds of liniment, but
review of the business of the past year have never received much benefit until
and election of officers for the ensuing I used Ballard's Snow Liniment for
year, which are as follows:
rheumatism and pains'. 1 think It the
President D. Weinmann.
best liniment on earth." 25c, 50c and
Vice President W. W. Strong.
$1.00 a bottle at Cosmopolitan Pliar
Treasurer George A. Kaseman.
nacy B. Ruppe.
Secretary H. H. Tilton.
Mausard,
New York Stocks.
Board of Directors Chas.'
New York, Jan. 30. The quotations
Frank McKee, C. E. Cramer, C. A.
on the stock market today were
Hawks.
S74
Atchison
Attorney Felix Lester.
997i
Atchison, preferred
A new series of stock Is being Issued
150
and as an Investment Is of the best as New York Central
152
Pennsylvania
a monthly saving account.
63
Southern Pacific
Fire This Afternoon.
100
Union Pacific
This afternoon, about 2:30 o'clock,
924
Union Pacific, preferred
the f re department was again called United States Steel
37 '4
Hopping.
to the residence of Frank
Steel, preferred. 87
United
States
726 Edith street, whose house was
Metal Market.
burned about a month ago. This time
a pile of New York, Jan. 80. Lead and copthe fence, out building and
lumber were' destroyed. " A carpenter per, quiet, unchanged.
was at work on the house repairing
F. a. jones, t. M C. E.
the damage from the former fire when
Consulting Mining Engineer
the blaze was discovered.
Field assistant U. S. Geological Suivej
7
South
The frequency of fires lately In the
Albuquerque, N. M.
Highlands have caused the people
Correspondence solicited.
ss-Maps

Filed.

y
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LAWMAKERS
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rtands, nnthorlzlns the governor and
each member of the l"slslature to appoint a cadet, will in Its operation turn
out many of the cadets at the end of a
two years' course.
Many of the .tnutU'r rolls of New
Mexico volunteers In the civil war are
becoming so worn as to no longer bear
handling and they should be copied In
a book so that the originals can be
filed away and not used. There have
been several Instances In which the
granting of pensions depended upon
verification from the rolls In the office
and thoy were to worn that the names
could not be made out. It 1s urged
that an appropriation of $300 be made
lo emplo a clerk to copy the rolls. It
also asked that $100 be appropriated
for a case In which to keep the battle
flnss and other relics now !n the office
The report closes with the complete
rotter of the national guard.

COLOMBO HALL
Saturday, Jan, 31
JULES WALTERS'

Famous

.....

113-11.5-11-

Novelty

y

THE NEW

"'SIDE

TRACKED"
ELEVENTH YEAR.
GREAT SPECIALTIES.
SPECIAL SCENERY.

TT T? TC W. I

MARKETS.

Chicago.

Chicago, Jan. 30. Cattle Receipts
This Month Only. A beautiful
5.000. Market steady. Good to prime
frame will be given with every
fltffrs, $4.507.50; poor to medium,
dozen of cabinet photos taken at
$3.00(8)3.50;
stackers and feeders,
$2.2504.40';' Cows," $1.404 50; heifers,
Hiss F. E.
'
"
$1.4O2.40;
$2.004.60; ' canners,
bulls',
$2.2504.30; .calves,' $2.66
115 WEST GOLD AVE.
5.76; Texas fed,' steers, $3.5004.40.
'
Sheep Receipts 9,000. The market
She guarantee
satisfaction
stronger.
is considerably
Good to
on all work.
choice wethers, $4.405.25; fair to
.
choice mixed, $3.504.40; western
sheep, $3.755.25; native lambs, $4.40
6.35; western lambs, $4.256.25.
Pole
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Jan. 30. Cattle Re
ceipts 2,000. Market steady. Native
FINE LIQUORS ANP CIGARS
steers, $3.605.66; Texas and Indian
steers, $3.104.00; Texas cows, $1.75 Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer,
2.90; native cows and heifers, $2.00
4.25; stockers and feeders, $3.00
CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
213 South Second Street.
4.35; bulls, $3.00 J.50; calves. $3.00
7.00; western steers. $2.755.10; west
ern cows, $1.0003.00.
Sheep Receipts 1,000. The market
strong.
Is
Muttons, $3.505.10;
Dealer In
lambs, $3.60 4.95; range wethers,
General Herchandise and
$3.004.85; ewes, $3.004.90.

Potter's

The North

AGENCYwe have secured the agency for the celebrated "QDNN'J Sectional Book Cases, and are now carrying a sample assortment. They can be bought any size
many sections as needed. We have them in Golden Oak .or Mahogany and are prepared to quote prices
on menu

aa

:.

.

0;W:STRONQ

Saloon

all Proprietor

We handle
K. C. Baking Powder,

Garden
delightful herb drink. Removes
eruptions of the skin, producing a perfect complexion ' or money refunded. All Kinds of Country Produce Bought
and Sold.
25c and 50c. Write to us for for free
sample. W. H. H6oker & Co., Buffalo. Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
the City.
N. Y, J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H.

it

BrlggT

Fresh eggs

25 cents dozen.
JOSE MARKET- -,
n

street

IF YOU WANT
38

BOY,
GIRL,
MAN,
WOMAN,
TO FIND ANYTHING,
TO BUY ANYTHING.
TO SELL ANYTHING,
TO RENT ANYTHING,
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
A
A
A
A

38

'

Fresh cheese

straws.

SAN JOSE

MARKET.

Hear Professor Howell at the Con
gregational church February 12.

38
38

--o-

Mott's New York cider, pure, 60
cents gallon at the SAN JOSE MAR
KET.

YOUR

Houses at '
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M, EAST LAS

February 4.
The Degree of Honor ladies have
changed the date of their dance from
February 18 to February 4. It will be
held at Odd Fellows' hall on Second
street, and will be one of the pleasant
social affairs of the season. The ladles
will serve refreshments.
Admission,
50 cents for gentlemen; ladies free.

will not be worn out by an efTort to

not what you want, but something just as good at Williams'- Pharmacy. We have all the standard rem
X edies and anything you want that we
38
haven't got we will get for you with all
38
38 possible speed.

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 458.

38

38

.XXJS

the Congregational church Feb

ADVERTISE

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Dale's Advertising Agency

Merchants Kxi'haupu
SAN FRANCISCO
CAL.
5

WRITS

POH

MAT

f

C

re?

I'm

THE

ONLY

ESTABLISHED 1878

TO

WHOLESALE GROCER.

11 Jg

ii for unimtut-ftIlitilM'li

Flour, O rain
and Provision.

HiirfU7'kWJuL!aii

irritntioDi! or ul'vrmion
e.l la .trtctur.
rr'IfSB MMKmTtMn
....I n..t ..Ir.r,
irinwiunt.vcji L.i. ft,t r ;iim.i.iu.
J NCINMTI.O
jC'PQi
Mold by
t. i. A. JPM or irnl hi r'ji'i wrupprr.
1V ixrtri'm. inittnl. f.
, (j ;s.
H 00. r 3
i'irrultir tvut uu rouuewt

Car lot!

trustla.

Carries tba Largatt
and float Extea4va
fctoclt of

Staple Groceries

pact elty.

found aouthweft.

FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,
Railroad Avenue

It is not necessary to put your hand in the water.
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly
Call and see them

Aihn.u.rn...
t - i
9

Eagle Mop Wringers

BUGGIES
.

ft

Our Spring 6tock is now complete in every line
Write us for prices

rgN1

CARRIAGES
SPRING WAGONS

Old

Hickory Farm Wagons

PLOWS
MOWERS

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...

Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA

WHITNEY
WHOLESALE

Urst Street

CO.....

HARDWARE
Albuquerque, New

CITIZEN

L. B. PUTNEY,

CURTIS NEWHALL
CO.
MS ANOILie, CALIFORNIA

JTta I (irfuji.VJ

IN

"OLD RELIABLE"

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS

Al-

The Citizen wants are the best.

If you want to

S

T E

X

.

IN

Let us figure on your plumbing.
buquerque Hardware company.

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First 5tr3rti and l,ed Avenue. Aibuqueraue.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

TRY IT! TRY IT!
38

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

38

36XS8383838383

X

12.

o

J. C.

38

38
38

eorvi8r

GEO. D. WILLIAMS, Prescription

If you want anything on earth,
put arrad in The Citizen and you
will be sure to get It.

38X383X38

PATIENCE

sellou

38

Will Be Held at Odd Fellows Hall on

C.

-

VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

38

DEGREE OF HONOR DANCE.

L

cuarBiHMw9-

SAN

Notice.
The Rico Cafe serves thj best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up. Ill North First

Go to

tovTcinW''

Corner of Third and Tijeras
Albuquerque
New Mexico

Money to loan on approved real es
tate. R. W. D. Bryan.

ruary

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meat.

Co.

Subscribe for The Citizen.

I

Wool, Hides, Pelts

the Summer

of

S":

(Incorporated)

Liquors

Mokl Tea positively cures sick head
ache, indigestion and constipation. A

&-SdN-

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

Q. Badaracco

t,

e

Com-d-

New Century Comfort.
Millions ared ally finding a world of
comfort In Ducklen's Arnica Salve. It Prices,
50c. 75c and $1.00
kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts,
bruises; conquers ulcers, and fever
sores, cures eruptions, salt rheum,
Seats on tale Friday, January 30th
bolls and felons; removes corns and
warts. Best pile cure on earth. Only at Matson's.
25c at all druggist.
LIVESTOCK

I

AND RAKES

HARNESS and SADDLES
Our Prices Prove a Saving to You.
Special

Attention Gjven to Out of
Write Ua.
Town Trade.

yiJ.K0RBER&C0.

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

THE ALUQUEKQUE DAILV C1T1ZK.N FRIDAY J ANITA
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trumpet playing of Senor Pal ma they

CLASSIFIED ADS.

JUST RIGHT

AMUSEMENTS.
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for-anclassified advertisements, 15 cents. I
In order to Insure proper classification '
all "liners" should be left at this of
flee not later than 3 o'clock p, m.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

PERSONAL PrtOPERTY LOANS.

HONEY TO LOAN

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and dou't waste time in
looking for these things.

A. J. MALOY,

t'innos. organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time is given.
WK-iodelay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
On Furniture,

214 W. Railroad Ave

FINE FURNITURE
FINE ROOMS

MAKES

LOST.
LOST Sllcver chatelaine purse. The
finder leave at The Citizen office and
reward will be paid.

If you have a bedroom to furnish,

either in whole or in part, you should
not fall to take advantage of the rare

chance now offered by Futrelle & Co.,
to buy the highest grade pieces at
special prices, much below the usual
rates. We want your traie, cash or
time. See our new line of carpets.

WANTED.
WANTED A Cook at the Ruby House
623 South First street.
WANTED To buy House of three or
four room 8 in good location. Give
price and location. H.'L. A., care of
Citizen office.
,
7)
k
partner for a geed
fNTiiD--- A
business. Address "B. B.," this

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West EnJ Vladut:
Street and Geld Avenue

pay-Alqj-

Co iv Second

S office,
YOU HAVE BEEN LEO

to believe that trust prices in meats
prevail and you can do as well at one

shop any shop as another.
Well,
let us disabuse your minds. If you
w ill see our meats and get our prices,
it will require no argument to convince
you that your best plan is to make
your purchases, send your orders here.
It goes without saying that our meats
are as good as the best.

Wm. Farr

r ri. ir -

Decorative Effect
Is a most important factor, in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings. . Our rings,
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
art and quality found only In Jewelry of the finest make.

...

--

1

c

WANTED Agents with knowledge of
city trade; others may write; good
inducements to responsible parties,
Address Boyer Bitters Co.,
East Fifth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
WANTED Girl for general house
work; no washing; good wages. Ad'
dress P. O. box 390.
WANTED A girl to wait on table
Apply at 303 South First street.
WANTED Housekeeper and cook for
family of two. Apply 501 North
Second street.
WANTED
Clean cotton rags for ma
chine purposes at The Citizen office
Price 4 cents per pound.
WANTED Men to learn barber trade,
Free transportation to St. Louis
New Orleans or San Francisco as we
have no college convenient; steady
practice, Instructions, lectures, diplo
mas given graduates. This special
offer can only be had by writing
Moler Barber College Representa
tive, Albuquerque, N. M.
339-34-

1

FOR RENT Desk room at 112 North
Second avenue. D. J. Rankin.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light housekeeping, 522 West Railroad avenue. Inquire in the brick
Pail;

F.

& S.

'

FOR RENT,

T. Y. MAYNARD
JEWELER.
Watch Inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

rv

--

FOR 8ALE.
FOR SALE A first class almost new
rubber tired buggy and harness. Apply to Hugh Trotter, at Jaffa Grocery company.
FOR SALE From one to loO hives of
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189;
can also inquire of J. L. Altheimer..
FOR SALE A rooming house of S3
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
throughout; close to business center
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this

TH1KD HTKKKT

Meat Market
AUkoVnresli and

saiiiweais

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EmiL KLfcllNWUKI

C

MASONIC BCTLDINO.
ImM

M

K

M

M

I

L

N. THIRD

SILVER
TRUSS.

RUPPE,

B.

)

AlbuQuerque,

N. M.

.lAtlOW papers, 25 rents per
at th Citizen offoe.
'i r

r'(.t-

-

Hear ProfesBor Howell, in EUen
Holden, at the Congregational church,
February 12. Reserved sfnts at H. E.

!

"IN HIS POWER."

Fox's Jewelry store 50c, general admission 25c.

Large Audience' Attended Play at
Colombo Hail.
'In His Power," by the Curtiss Com- eJy company, was the bill at the Colombo hall last night ami a well filled
house turned out to see the play.
Miss Dale, as "Nana Weston, the
adopted daughter of Col. Lee," carried
the heavy role in a very pleasing man
ner. The only objectionable feature
about Miss Dale was that she used a
superfluous amount of paint in her
make up.
Wilber Alklnson, a.s "Jerry, the
Tramp," and V. S. Hanmer as "James
Blackburn, his nephew," and who also
carried the hefcvy role of the villain,
were excellent, both in character and
make up.
The story: Col. Lee, a banker, sur
rounded with luxury, adopts Nana
Weston when she was but a few days
old. Very few know that she Is not
his own daughter, not even his wife.
Mrs. Lee's own child died a few days
after birth and the Weston child was
substituted. The girl grows up to be
a woman under the impression that
she is a Lee. She falls In love with
Jack Worthlngton, a very likely young
man and a close friend of the family.
They are to be married, and to make
ttte story short they should have been.
James, Blackburn, tlie villain, who Is
Col. Lee'a right hand man at the bank,
fails ' In Jove wjth the girl' also and
When It becomes known to him that
she is to be married to Worthlngton,
becomes furious and uses his villainous arts In hopes of winning.
He
knows Lee's secret and employs a
tramp to expose It to the girl and her
lover. Worthlngton Is true and persists in the marriage coming off. The
tramp Impersonates her father and
takes the unfortunate girl into the
woods to live, where she remains some
time before she Is found by her
friends. The villain visiu her there
and again arks for her hand. She refuses, preferring
the home in the
woods to life with him in luxury. By
accident
It is diocvered that the
tramp is really her father. It also
becomes known that the tramp is an
escaped convict. Blackburn also knows
this secret, and uses It to accomplish
his marriage with the girl. He threatens to expose Weston unless the girl
will consent to his wishes. The father
has a noble heart, even if he is a convict, and goes to Jail rather than his
daughter should marry a man she does
not love. Jack and the, Lees And the
girt in the hoiiBo in the woods and take
her back to the Lee home. It Is discovered that Weston, (he convict, was
not guilty of the murder for which he
was Imprisoned. vThe discovery came
about by the real murderer's death
bed confession. Weston U released
and returns to his daughter. Col. Lee
has been speculating in' mines and is
tricked by Blackburn, and loses his
fortune. Weston appears on the scene
and exposes Blackburn and -- is fraud.
Officers appear and take the villain
away and to Jail. The p4ot ends, none
of the caBt get killed nobody gets married. In fact there Is no sequence to the
play.
The pci forming was good.
Tlie attraction tonight is EMery's
Royal Italian band.

A

GREAT ITALIAN BAND.

X

0
8
50

.

Retain

Severn!
Hernia
with Comfort.

Mutual

EaiyloWear.

Too many goods are in our store;
too many suits upon our tables. Our
greea tag sale sells goods galore,
our price cuts are not fables.
SIMON STERN,
'I a Railroad Avenue Clothier.

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

No. 2ms

io pressure on

V Hipaorliark.
I Ko undemrapt. J
J

Tclepbono

Never liiovca.

OOOOOOQOOOOOOOCDOOO
O.

ST. ELMO
SAMPLE

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

AND CLUB BOOK.

O
O

O
O

terns. Prices to suit your purse.
LION STORE.

oooooao-oo-

Qoods.

Free Delivery to all

F. W. MOHLMAN,

v

3

Mgr.

2
)

j
2$

o(

X

3

Our pastry Is unexcelled.
nous, net ana cakes
Fresh Every Day.
W

i

ot

solicit your patronage

ne Here.
Everything In the fuii
Anthracite, C'errlllos anl Callup lump
At
Cord wood and M.r!ilng.
coal.
Halm's Coal Yard.

and for home use. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. is the
place to get them, as we get them in nearly every day of the year, and
sell almost as fast as we get them.

Automatic 'phone 658.
220 South Second St.
ODDOeita tha ooatoffira
5 ii
5
5 ?

r

-

3

2 3
y

.

We are sola agents for Wheeler

Wlison sewing machines.
305 Railroad avcuue.

H. O'Rielly & Co.
f

e
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..COMPETITION:.
We simply will net be beaten
In prices by any Carpet store in
town. '
. It's a matter of pride with us,
as well at of business and
money making, to sell ts low as
anyone, and ws give better value
for the same money7 Large Wy

lng, large selling tells the tale of
'
our success.
We have Ingrain Carpets from
25c per yard upwards.
Brussells Carpets from 60c per
yard upwards.
"
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QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor!

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIEft, IMPORTED eV DOMESTIC WlNrtS
COGNAC
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager servsel.
Finest and Best Imported and Domtstlo Cigars
.

.

3C.3OsXCOsKC0CK
Up-to-D-

:

New

ate

Furniture

.'.V.,

.

.

',1

J

Living Prices
Extra Bargains In Iron Beds,
8prings and Mattresses, and
especially In
.
CHARTER

OAK

,, , RANGES.
.

I

,,,,...

', Hard Coal Bass Burners

,

'

Albert

A
Fa-be-

EASY PAYMENTC.

Borradaile & Co.
117 GOLD

?

AVENUE.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO!
U

S.

DEPOSITORY

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
a. id Santa Fe Railway Companies.
.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

To-pe- ka

$500,000.00
$100,000.00

. OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

. . 111. Mr
.
:
:j
co. rxx.dj'iioiua,
14.
t
vv . 1 iuuijiuj', vice picai- i c.iiuenu,
juaiiud
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
A B. McMillan:
II. "F. Raynolds.
1

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
will Interest every clothing buyer lr town.

winter stock out

I

of the house If prices will do
1

about it here, but

am bound to move my

it

Can't tell you much

.

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:
20

and

25

Suit for

$16

and

$18

Suit for

....$15.00

....

$12 and $15 Suit for
$ 8

and

$20

and $25 Overcoats for

for

$10 fcuit

,

$18 Overcoats for
S12

Orders taken for every known make
and ranges. Albuquerque
Hardware comr'iny.
o
Bring-- In your tinware and have it
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware company
o

The Peninsular Is a heater and
tilator. Whitney Company.

ven-

,

Soft Coal and Wood hfeatera

and $15 Overcoats for

11.50
9.00
7.00
16.50
12.50
0.00

of stoves

r'S

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

8TcrrorSTo-raoTo"-

H

an

Our Prices Crush

James Boys Coming on Feb. 4.
The wonderful and thrilling drama,
"The James Boys In Missouri," speaks
volumes not only for the play but also
for the company presenting It. Everyone has heard of and read about the
.Tames boys and their band and remembers how the career of Jesse was
brought to a sudden close by a coward's bullet. The most daring outlaw
that ever lived was killed without warning, while he was at his fireside with
his family. This broke up the band
and their escapades ended for all time
to come. The play deals with the life
of the James boys from the time they
began their career of crime during the
civil war until Jesse was killed. It !
shows In a most realintic and thrilling manner some of the bold deeds
they committed which made them the
most feared men in the country. The
company carries all the scenery necessary for the play and the spectacular
effects are well worth seeing. The famous Blue-Cu- t
train robbery Is given
In a most realistic manner, showing
the outlaws concealed In the hut, the
hold up of the express, the rifling of
the express safe and tho escape of the
bandits. There is a vein of refresh-ni- m
comedy running though the play I
and a romantic love story told In an
attractive way as well. John Abbott
and Harriett Lee head the company
presenting the play and an excellent
performance Is asenred. At Colombo
hall, February 4.

H. Q. MAUUINO.

in your Prescriptions

j

M
M
M

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Goods.

twenty-mll-an-ho-

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of stone and marble work.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.

3-

TOU WANTT

Subscribe for the Cltien.

'

Of

The New England
BAKERY

Telephone Service

uocccccccctxxxxxxxxxxxxr

(it

it e tt tt trtteit .tf tie.
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305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILOINU
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Fresh Drugs and
Pure Chemicals
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Now is the time when you need

SI

Sole agents for San Antonio Lima.

Parts

side Tracked Tomorrow Night
Speaking of "Side Tracked," which
appears at the Duncan tomorrow even
says:
lng. the Chicago Inter-OceaThe Bijou did its usually big Sun
day business yesterday with the' old
Chicago favorite, "Side Tracked.
This play never teems to grow old,
and never loses its drawing power,
and the reason is that it always has
the best of specialties together with
up to date talking matter which constitutes the drama.
The entire cast is pleasing. The
management seems to have spread
themselves In trying to Becure the
best talent available.
Some of the
principals are Wm. A. Adams, who
for years starred In Badger, In the
"Streets of New York;" Ed. Kadow,
late of the "Dearborn Stock Co.;"
Harry Crawford, Edwin Krafft and
Miss Madge Daley, from the Keith &
Proctor circuit; Miss Helen Fox, late
of the "Arizona;
Clarence Oliver,
who came from the Auditorium Stock
company, where he had been working
for the past three seasons.
The scenery and mechanical effects
are just what the patrons ot the Bijou want. A ninety-yartrain crosses
the stage at a
speed. The specialties are of the very
esL

Corner Second St and Gold
s

rABLil

j
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J. H. 0'RIELLY &

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

LIODORS.

D

ooooooooo

120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

DEALERS IN

Old Phone 247

O

JOSEPH HARNETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi
GROCBBIES AND

Nothing will be uore appreel- - O

0 ated by your wife or g!rl than one
0 of those beautiful black dteee pat- -

ALBERT

:

Appear at Colombo Hall This
Evening.
The two trumpet soloists of the
Royal Italian band are among the
greatest Italy has ever produced. It
U well known among musicians that
trumpets are much more difficult to
master than cornets and that for playing the lea'ds of a band they are much
superior, having a clearer, purer tone,
and greater carrying power. The two
solo trumpets of this band are In the
hands of two great artists, Senor
Palma and Signor de Mltrls.
Senor Palma came to this country
as second trumpet player In the original Banda Rossa. He wag but 20 years
of age, but since then he has made
such strides in his art that today he Is
recognized as a trumpet soloist without an equal In America. He is perhaps the greatest artist on that Instrument Italy has ever sent to America.
So grnat is his unassuming modesty
croup.
that probably but few persons realize
The peculiar cough which Indicates
that when they are listening to tlie croup is usually well known to the
mothers of croupy children. No time
ihould be lost in the treatment of It,
and fur this purpose no medicine has
received more universal approval
than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Do not waste valuable time In experimenting with untried remedies, no
matter how highly recommended, but
give this medicine as directed and all
symptoms of croup will quickly
. m
Ave.
For sale by all druggists.
Dem-enic-

8

xh
M

1

Will

FOR SALE: Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address. The Citl-ten- ,

kOi

AMERICAN

I

office.

.

Indeed something unusually
Instrument
playing. This little Italian gentleman
I
an artist by nature, and his school-lng In hta native country was given
him by no less a person than Cavallere
Rivela himself, who recognized Pal-- '
ma's great ability when he first heard
him piay at the age of 15.
Palma's exquisitely human vocal
tone Is beyond criticism, while his
phrasing and Interpretation leave nothing to wish for.
Should Senor Palma decide to make
a specialty of high class American
songs and ballads, with a band accompaniment such as the great Rivela can
give him, he would endear himself to
the American public as no other trumpet player has ever done. No amount
of gymnastics and pyrotechncs can
take the place of that warm luscious
tone of Palma, anj his depth of musical expression.
Senor Ellseo de Mltrls is one of
the great trumpet celebrities of Italy,
his name over there being known from
tho Alps to Mount Aetna. He has
played solo parts In nearly alt the
great Italian bands, and is undoubtedly
a wonder. His tone Is argentine and
diamaMc and he possesses a command
of respiration little short of phenomen
al. Senor de Matrls, as his name and
features both indicate is of Oreek origin and is a decidedly handsome
man. His solos in ,he. great operatic
selections played by. the, Italian basd
are. .those Assigned to ' the dramatic
iopranoe In the opera as sung In this
particular ..work dl Mltrls con aot be
excelled.
fine In the line of wind

y

The Groceries you buy liere are just right.
The best quality at n fair price.
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All classified advertisements
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tli a hearing something quite out of the
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MANDELL....
Tho Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.
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.WEARINESS OF WEALTH.

DYSPEPSIA

TABLETS

cure dyspepsia ana all disorders aria
Ing from lndlKesLon. Endorsed by phy.
tnkm,
707 West Gold Avenue.
sicians every wnere. Sold by all drugThe Very rich mm of the worlitir
gists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
growing exceedingly tired of the vnt package free by writing to W. II. Hook
wealth nooumiilate d. In New York er ft Co., Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'Rlollv
CO.. and B. H. Brlggs ft Co
score am) hundreds of men y
are
paying
from 19,000 to $!,-oo- o
ABEYTA'S SHORTAGE.
a month rent for suites of rooms,
not htmes which they have built for
their families, but simply apartment Believed to Be to Socorro County and
to the Territory $25,000.
which they have rented for awhile,
The report of
Abran
Mya n writer in Hnmilitlr Review, The
godless nuignlP.renre, the selfish prodi- Abeyta to the county commissioners
' r.i ,
gality, the overwhelming ostentation of Socorro county made on Thursday,
of the wealth of New York In certain shows a shortage of J15.077.37, on acclrclei cannot be described; but it la count of county collections of Socorro
all an indication of the fact that
county.
lias well-nigbeen reached In
It Is reported that his shortage to
aw.
the ditplay of what wealth can get. the territory amounts to $9,000.
The world ia waiting now to knw
Abeyta's total official and private In- WM. G0ETTINQ & CO., Proprietors.
what wealth can (rive. It U the ne- debtedness Is estimated at about $45,-00mesis of vast wealth that It brings
All kinds of Fresh Moats handled.
by those who are well acquainted
Its own retribution, and that retribu- with his affairs.
Sausage making a specialty.
tion i the wearinessi of being unable
to find happlneM la martlj having
Rev. Carlisle P. B. Martin, L. L. D.
things,
Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of a mornNew Phone 152.
Old Phone 59
ing when first rising, I often And a
Residence New Phone 153
THE LITTLE FINGERNAIL.'
troublesome collection of phlegm,
W. EDWARDS...
whkh produce a cough, and Is very-harK 5Vi TVora Loa sla ay Tears
,
to dislodge; but a small quanlty
Bat New M la Carafallr
The Veteran
of Ballard's Morehound Syrup will at
MaatvareA.
once dislodge it, and the trouble Is
...Undertaker and Embalmer...
over.. I
of no medicine that is
Torty years ago in certain rxirts of equal to knov
18
Years Actual Experience
Is so pleasant to
it,
and
It
Ibe United States it was the custom to take. I
recommost
cordlany
No. 100 by the State
License
ca:i
I
well
pmv long nails.
remember
Board of Health of Kansas.
some of the fwrlls am puffers who de- mend it to all persons, needing a medvoted more attention to their little icine for throat or lung troubles."
Office and Parlors
finrer naila than they did to their Price 25c, 50c, $1.00 a bottle at Cosmote'th, and often have I seen the fifth politan Phaimacy B. Ruppe.
.III SECOND AVENUE.,
Open Day and Night.
digit with claw on it an inch and a
sole agents for the Leggett
quarter in length. The nail was car- & We areBteel
Piatt
bed springs, every one
ried in a stall, and on occasion was
aplit after the manner of a steel or guaranteed thirty days' trial and if W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
quill pen, o that its wearer could sign not satisfactory your money back
Also the Duplex mat 8econd street, between Railroad and
bis name to a check with It, says a price $5.00.
Copper avenue
writer in the New York Tress. The tress at $7.50 on the same conditions
trimming of nail
is an art Futrell Furniture company.
Horse and Males bought and exchang
which gives employment to many preted. Livery, Said. Feed and
going
are
Thermometers
down.
women
who style themselves manty
transfer fitab! is
big'
s
no
ices.
There
demand
for
The
first-clasicure. Nearly every
gest tumble in the town, however, are
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
barber shop has its manicure, our prices.
who delights the man needing a shavi
SIMON STERN,
Address W. L. TRIMBLE k CO,
or hair cut with an innocent flirtation.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,
Albueui-rje, N. M.
She dresses garishly and has a strut
Horsesholng.
on her that would arouse the envy of a
raddle-astrid- e
If dissatisfied with your present eho- fox chaseress.
er try Ortiz & Co.'s expert, who is re
Irw ( haare for Bachelors.
cently from the east.
The National Dressmakers' associai!l hereafter endeavor to find
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.
tion
PenlnsUitu' baD heaters burn less
huplinndx for worthy seamstresses
uel, give tiore heat and ventilate your
BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.
who ure unable to conclude riiutrimon-ia- l ooms. Whitney Company.
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
negotiations without help. This ia
a praiseworthy enterprise, says the
Fresn cut Flowers
Short Order at Any Price.
Oiicago Record-HeralIVES, THE FLORIST.
and should
o
be looked into by all bachelors who
Mrs. BamDim, at, Her parlors, No.
are charitably disposed.
'.05 South First street, over the Hyde
Toarlata la Hair.
311 Sout.i First TBtreet.
exploring Expltlon store. Is prepared
Of 914.000 foreign tourists who vis- tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
FRANK VAJO. Proprlstor.
ited Italy during the year ended June hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
13, 65.0(H) were English. It is est imnted and ingrowing
The best of 'liquors served to pat
nails. She gives mas
that the visitors spent $70,000,000 dur- sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. rons of the bar.
ing their stay in the country,
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Bambini's own preparations of comlarge rooms, everything orao
Nice
plexion
up
cream
builds
la Northern Sorwar.
the skin and
Trondtjem, the northernmost town Improves the complexion, and are new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
of any size in Norway, is us far from guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
1S82
1903
Berlin as Home Is.
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
AMERICAN MANNERS.
i out; restores life to dead hair; re
moves moles, warts and superfluous
afaab Dealer Than tha averagf hair. Give her a trial. She also has Sole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Jas. Heeklr & Co.'s Coffees,
. a very fine tooth powder, which sh
Britisher of Uidos Has
Granite Flour.
guarantees to be free from all metallic
Aur Idea 01.
substances. It perfumes the breath, 'Staple and Fancy Groceries
The ordinary Londoner who. ha! hardens the gums and makes the teeth
214 South Second Street.
not had the good fortune to crossl clean and white. It Is highly recomthe Atlantic is wont to picture his mended by all first class dentists. Al- HUsboro Creamery Butter Best on
American cousin wearing a goateq so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
Earth.
and a victim to the constant chewing pimple cure,
Free Delivery
Orders Solicited.
pile
cure.
and
ol
All
of tobacco aud liberal expectoration.
vegetapreparations
these
purely
are
On arriving in New York be ul
W.
amazed to discover that the goatee ble compounds. Give her a trial.
is conspicuous by ita absence, tobao. Automatic telephone 490.
co chewing uunoticcable aud ex.
pectoral ion practically unknown. Ia
this resjwet be finds the New Yorkefl
Cerrilloa and Gallup Domestic Lump
far more cleanly in his hubiU than)
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
the Londoner, more especially on
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
public cars and in public places, says)
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
an eastern exchunge.
The unre
ton.
strainel indulgence of spitting onv
Wood anj Kindling, ail sizes.
(aud oil the tops of 'buses und in railway trains, and the random chewing
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
?
anil smoking of tobacco in and
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
around London are simply odious,
and make traveling intolerable and
Telephones:
Automatic, 410 and
ofttimes disgusting even to a smolc
Hsvs you a farm and do you
267; Bell, 45.
er. litre- - the strange prohibition
want to trade It for a grocery
against spitting in public places am
Our green tag sale is on again. Some
tore?
the aeiitible regulation aa to smok
folks may think that's funny, but to
ing are so thoroughly observed thai
the thoughtful It Is plain. It's because
Hava you a horse and do you
traveling becomes a pleasure.
we need the money.
It for a
exchange
to
want
SIMON STERN,
London would only copy the moat adV
planot
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
mirable example existing in Ne
York in this respect the EngliaU
Have you a bicycle and do you
metropolis would soon be rid of s)
want to exchange It for a
most unwarrantable and filthy babiU
cameraT
Haw

--
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THE

BEAT,
v

....TO

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago or Mem- phis and Principal Points.
V

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Correct Market Reports. A variety of interesting and Instructive reading matter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Journal. Two papers every week, One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FREE.

...The Daily

Globe-Democ- rat

Has no equal or rival among Western Newspapers, and ought to be in the
hands of every reader of ANY paper.
Daily,
Including Sunday.
One year
$6.00
6
3

monts

Daily,

Without Sunday.
One year
$4.00
6 months
$2.00
3 months
$1.00

$3.00
$1.50

months

SUNDAY EDITION.
48 to 60 pages.

One year
6 months

$2.00
$1.00

The Great World's Fair

THE ARCADE

WILL BE HELD AT ST. LOUIS IN 1904, and the GREATEST ST. LOUIS
NEWSPAPER WILL BE INDISPENSABLE DURING THE COMING YEAR
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.

THE GLOBE PRJNTINQ CO.. St. Louis, Mo.

The ICEBERG
Pennyroyal mm
Railroad Avenue.
1
i..i212 W.

.ii.x.,,1.,,,1.

The finest linn of Linunr. nnri r!n
All patrons and friends cordially tnvit
ed to Visit "The Icebere."
Lunch it
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,
Proprietor.
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H. HAHN

COAL DEALER
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Anything

To Exchange

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

Slip
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CHINA MAKING PROGRESS.

latastrtal aaa famaiertlal Growtal
aa

invil Tkla,

Europeans and Americans who have)
lived long in (.'binu are quite unani-niuiu the opinion that the greatest
country of Asia, taking account of
areu. population slid iiuttiral resources,
ia mukiiiir teiidy progress industrially and commercially, mid the general
belief U that more rapid gains are assured for the next few years. Statistics of exports and imports tell the
mine story. So jdoett the development
of r.'iilwiiVK ii ml telegraph linen. The
i
uiiiid-import mice of tliih progress
U Mot eut-ilexaggerated. It promifcea
to
the existence of tbet binese
empire a an immense independent
Ktute, for it ion-Hi- .
the force t kiicK
pretr xt ;i might have been discovered
or in nted for dividing or seizing the
count ry. it nlku miikes the international importance of fl.ina o evident
and so iM'tiit that no one Knroprnn
power is likely to find tfie way open for
the lilisorpl inn of so rich nil emplra,
while the more progressive the
become the lessclinnce there will
be for an agreement between the lead-in- ?
rwtinni r f the west ns t" the terms
of a possible partitioning of the mid.
dle kingdom.
us

ini-iir- e

se

Have you a gun and do you
want to trade it for a bookcase?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
a rug?

ELECTRIC
LIGHTED
TRAINS

Have you a stove and do you
want to trade It for a refrig-

erator?
Have you a 'dog and do you
want to exchange him for a

rooster?
II Costs You Only ic a word

North and East
North

I

and West!

Between

OKLAHOMA

The Daily Citizen

North and East

And the

Obst.-vatiocafe cars, under the
naoagemeni of Fred Harvey. Equip- -

This "Paris of Latin America" la situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced. Although not generally known summer is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of MaCana,"
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings aud nl-lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never foiget his trip undjr
The White Umbrella."
wg

Between

In

Want Columns.

I

And tha

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!
And the

DENVER.
i

80 in Mexico City

Between

TEXAS

W. VALLERY, General .A(rent,

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange it
for a baby carriage?

G

"t

Are operated by the

The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,

to

n

ment of the latent
ii

.

al

best design.

FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT 4 room brick, East Railroad avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern Improvements; 5
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place:
frame house, corner Third ctreet
and Ilaoa avenue; price, $1,C00.
FOK SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
and
in every respect; 8
rooms mid bath room; brick sidewalk, Lluher system, on corner.
Price, $3,500.
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
a corner, near sho;'s; lots C0xl42
feet. Price, $1,100.
FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
Ilazi'Mlne avenue and Third street.
4 lots
FOR
orner Lead avenue and Tiist Etreet.
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash' and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
Fourth ward,
brick house,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street,
frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be b night on installments If purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
Is a snap.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet. In Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
North Fourth street; bath room;
' with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
Is In a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the
property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
with oath room, furnished; in Highlands; splendid location; trees, stable, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $r0, balance on installments
by the month, at 6 per cent interest,
until pala.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms ana bath room; electric lights,
and aii modern improvements, in a
fine location. Price, o,500.
FOR SXE The Kimball place, on
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Priee, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000. house and lot on
Third street, between Tijeras road
and Marquette avenue; good location for business.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good
brlca uouse, with all modern improvements and will be Bold cheap.
FOR SALE:
urick house near
shops, with good stable and other Improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price. $2,400.
FOR SALE
frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and boarding house in a good location and centrally situated, near depot and shops.
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
FOR SALE
brick house; lot
60x142 feet; $1,500.
FOR SALE
house, North Second street; 2 lots for $1,100.
FOR SALE Brick house,
with
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
FOR SALE
frame house on
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close in;
brick house and stable, modern Improvements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 room
Gool location; cheap.
Mid-val-

"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burling-touniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
or agent, ha stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

Have You

ti Lean on uooa Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of

Citizen

Job
Office

five-roo-

The Great Newspaper of the World.

RESTAURANT

's

ox.

The St. Louis
GiobeDemocrat

Coney Island

Co.

System, El Paso, Texas.

The Great Republican
Pap;r of America.

q

Pratt &

A. N. BROWN. G. P. A., E.

TWICE EVERY WEEK

to-da- y

F. G.

Call on Agent for full Information

A

Money

FOH RENT 1 furnished
house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.

2

"THE FASTEST EVER''

0

NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.

Interest

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

h

..J.

Willi THE

Rock Island System
PUNS
DAILY TRAINS

V7

the-clima-

t

The

ESTATE
COIiUMN

to-da-

nnj-wbt-

IN CONNECTION

to

DUNBAR'S

ay

W. D. MURDOCH.
A. O. & P. A- -, Mexico

W. 0. MEAD,
C. A.,

El Paso.

C.R.HUDSON.

Q. F. ft P. A.,Mexlco.

E. H. BUNBAH

The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to

turn out work of
any character- or
quality demanded, p
at the right prices.
-

Mail orders

for

custo-

out-of-to-

mers given special

attention.

Blanks
of alllkinds on hand

mininj.rail e3ta,t

e

and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very

carefully

drawn, and are issued by authority.

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

We
Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen

e

does.

Blank
Books
The CITIZEN: is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make'up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

K
K

:s
o
,o

,o

Book
Binding

lO

s

to

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, c ajt a
logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction

--

guaranteed.

We
Never
Disappoint

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY ClTlZbN FRIDAY
J
Get Your
U

New Mexico Towns

lster Soil

it

Made

the strong wind forcing the smoke
back down the chimney and out
through a crack in the chimney. The
From the New Mexican.
The meeting of the New Mexico E. Romeros responded promptly to the
Press association, called for Monday alarm and in less than three minutes
evening, did not materialize for lack had sixteen men on the scene and a
line of hose laid, which shows the effof a quorum.
W. A. Gillenwater, of Albuquerque, iciency of the E. Romero hose and fire
who is Interested In securing legisla- company.
tion concerning building and loan asso
ciations, is In the city watching legis From the Optic.
lative proceedings.
P. C. Crews, well known In Las
The remains of the late Flora A. Vegas, now a resident of Raton, Is
Skldmore were shipped to her home mourning the loss of his father. Dr. L.
at Guilford, Mo., for burial. Her father Crews, who died at his home in Hamilaccompanied them, but her brother re ton, Texas, the 17th Inst.
mained here.
A girl came to gladden the hearts of
John H. Riley, of Colorado Springs, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Todd, at 9 o'clock
for many years a citizen of this terri this morning. The little queen and
tory, with headquarters at Las Cruces, mother are doing well but as the father
was an arrival from the north.
Is in Santa Fe It is not known If he
The Woodmen of the World of this survived.
city raised $00 for the family of Epl- W. C. Nones, of Louisville, Ky., gave
tacio Ga!lep;os. Oallegos had applied a dinner at the Castaneda hotel to
for admission to the lodge, but was re about twenty Invited guests, among
jected upon his medical examination. the number being Major and Mrs. A.
W. E. Llndsey, of Portales, who haa H. Whit more, Capt. and Mrs. J. A.
been hero for the past ten days workH. W. Kelly and wife, F. H. Pierce
ing for the creation of the new county and wife, John Robblns and wife, Jefof Roosevelt, left for hla home to at ferson Reynolds and wife, Mrs. Norris,
tend to Important business. He ex- Jacob Gross, Mrs. C. A. Sptess and
pects to return here la two weeks.
Charles Ufeld.
The remains of the late Mrs. J. F.
The publication of cards of thanks
Henchen, wife of W. H. Hencben, were is out of date and serves the purpose
shipped to her former home in St. perhaps of saving the writing of a numLouis for burial. They were accom- ber of letters to those to whom it is
panied by the deceased's husband, desired to express gratitude for kinddaughter, father, mother and sister.
nesses and courtesies rendered.
In
D. L. Miller, Janitor of the capitol short It Is a way of expressing a feelbuilding, haa fenced in that part of the ing of thankfulness
could be more
terra oe to the Santa Fe river, belong- delicately expressed by a short note,
ing to the capitol grounds and front- however, the motive of the Optic, In
ing on Don Gaspar avenue. An at- refusing to publish them has been so
tempt had been made to Jump this val- misconstrued, that the management of
uable lot, but the fencing of the ground this paper has concluded to accept
puts an end to this. It would be a them hereafter at the regular local
splendid site for an executive mansion. rates.
Sheriff Kinsell begins to think it pos
L. A. Therson and E. G. Larson, of
sible Jose Telles may have captured Fort Dodge, Iowa, came in on the flyer
the deputies pursuing him as he has and stopped off between trains to
not received word from them for two shake hands with Col. F. A. Blake and
days. Telles was last heard of south Gus Gilbert, with wnom they trapped
of Albuquerque, and it Is thought by through the northwest before the Iron
the sheriff that the deputies have gone horse had driven the buffalo and red
into the Sandia mountains after him. man from the plains.' After spending a
Hampe remains at the Jail in about pleasant half day witn their old comthe same condition.
rades they took No. 1 for Albuquerque,
At 10:40 this morning, Sallle Belle, and from there will continue their trip
the youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. as far as Honolulu before returning to
T. P. Gable, died at the residence of Iowa.
her parents on the norm side. The deceased was 23 years old and nearly all
Finds Way To Llvo I onr..
her life has been more or less of an
The startling announcement
of a
invalid. She has suffered for some discovery that will surely lengthen life
time from a complication of troubles, la made by editor O. H. Downey, of
but the immediate cause of her death Churubusco, Ind., "I wish to state," he
was bronchitis that was almost pneu- writes, "that Dr. King's New Discovery
monia in its severity. She had lived for consumption is the most Infallible
here nearly all of her life.
remedy that I have ever known for
coughs, colds and grip. It's Invaluable
Dislocated Her Shoulder.
to people with weak lungs. Having
Mrs. Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus this wonderful medicine no one need
Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her dread pneumonia or consumption. It's
shoulder. She had a surgeon get It
back as soon as possible, but it was relief Is instant and cure certain." Al
quite sore and pained her very much. druggists guarantee every 50c and
Her son mentioned that he had seen $1.00 bottle, and give trial bottles free.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm advertised
Southwestern Passenger Bureau.
for sprains and soreness, and she askFort Worth, Jan. 30. Pursuant to
ed him to buy her a bottle of it, which
he did. It quickly relieved her and the recent announcement of Chairman
enabled her to sle p, which she bad C. M. Pratt, the southwestern passennot done for several days. The son ger bureau ceases to exist after today.
was so much pleased with the relief it
assigned for dissolution of
gave to his mother that he has since The reason by
bureau
the
tte Texas lines was the
many
For
others.
recommended it to
embarrassing position occupied by the
sale by all druggists.
association by trying to keep it up
with only four out of the original memLAS VEGAS.
bership of about twenty-twlines,
whose membership was essential to a
From the Record.
Mrs. R. J. MoDonald is reported to complete and practical passenger association.
be very sick.
George Beatle will go to Belen to
Get a free sample of Chamberlain's
erect a livery stable for H. T. Byers.
The little baby of George J. Herman, Stomach and Liver Tablets at aTl drug
They are easier to take and
the Briuge street grocer, is reported stores.
more pleasant in effect than pills.
quite ill.
Then their use is not followed by conMiss Mamie Taylor returned to her stipation as is often the case with
school duties at the convent, alter sev- pills. Regular size, 25 cents per box.
eral days visiting with her sister, Mrs.
DENIES CHARGE.
Ed. Mc ey.
Charley Tamme was 57 yesterday, Delegate Smith, of Arizona, Answers
he and Kaiser William being born on
Accusation That Territory
the same day, but thirteen years apart.
Repudiated Debts.
Kentucky,
Petty
left for
Miss Emma
In the home Wednesday, ,..r. Smith,
where it is said she will soon wed the the delegate from Arizona, took the
man of her choice. It is said there are floor and replied to some of the
a few lonely hearts left behind here.
charges made In the senate during the
Frank Springer has placed with the debate on the statehood bill, to the efgovernor his resignation from the Nor- fect
that Arizona had repudiated her
mal university board of regents and debts, says a Washington dispatch.
the citizens are getting up protests
Mr. Smith complained that he was
against the governor accepting it.
compelled to reply to the house beTho citizens of Las Vegas met to cause Arizona had no representative
consider ways and means of reviving In the senate. He denied that Arizona
interest in the Citizens' association had ever repudiated a single dollar
with a view to reorganizing that body. of debt or defaulted on a dollar of It.
Thel robject is to look after the in- The charge, he said, was based upon
terest of the town, they having the the fact that a "horde of men" owning
same authority as a city council has bonds known to be fraudulent, had
in an incorporated city. Some of the come to congress and had thone bonds
improvements they have in view are validated after they had been declared
the betterment of streets and side- invalid by the supreme court. He exwalks and to lkewise have the police plained how one of the counties in the
force placed under their jurisdiction. territory had been induced to Issue
No permanent organization was ef- bonds to promote a railroad enterprise,
fected, but it is very likely that It will but. he said, not an inch of railroad
occur In the near future.
had been built for tho $100,000 of
About 7:30 this morning a fire alarm bonds which congress saddled on the
was turned in calling the E. Romero people of Ar'zona.
fire company to the stairway between
He thought the act validating the
the First National bank and the
bonds should be repealed, or the Unitwhere smoke was seen to be Is- ed States should assume their paysuing from under the stairs.
Before ment.
using any water, however, the fire ladCan't be perfect health without pure
dies investigated and found that the
smoke was issuing from a defective blood. Burdock Blood Bitters make
flue underneath the stairs, caused by pure blood. Tones and invigorates the
whole system.

WILLIAM
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THE TAILOR
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See the Trices See the Oooda.
Single buggy harness 16.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, 915.00 to (25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
915.50

to

$20.00.

Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles. $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc.

Thos F. Keleher
Mbuquerque

406 Railroad Ave

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
llj6

West Railroad Avenue.

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

8IMON

Wedding
C07

:

Oake : a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N.

M.

J. A. SKINNER
In
Dealer

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

00K0

HOTEL CLAIRE...

SANTA FE, N.

M

PROOF,
FIRE
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
SANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
8AMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN- -

UtU. t. tLLIS,

PrAnrltM

a n r4 numsp

soxecooo)coooo

C
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L Railroad Time Tables
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(In Effect Nov. 1, 1002.)
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1. California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. S, California Limited .... 10 : 60 u.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
ISO. B, cnicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m
LEAVES GOINQ SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00pm.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m
Na 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express..., 8:15p.m.
No. 3, California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m.
No.7,Mex. & Cal. Express.. 10: 45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 3 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive daily.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
F. U MYERS, Agent
..

-

o
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CONSUflPTION
(be most dreaded
deadly

and
of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
Ing of all couh cures." Cures coughs
and colds In a lay 25 cents. Your
money back if "issatlsfled.
Write for
free sample W. H. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. ORlelly & Co., and
B. 1L Briggs ft Co.

Statue of Charles I.
London. Jan. 30. The statue of
King Charles I. in Trafalgar square,
was decorated in the customary manner today, this being the anniversary
of the beheading of that monarch.
Many wreaths from legitimist clubs,
Including one from the American society, were placed on or about the
statue.

7

It is the riffht of every child
to oe wcu norn, ana to tne
parents

SANTA FE.

JANUARY 30 1003
FRUIT GROWERS.

it must look for
health and

pespoiisifoiiHy

happiness.

IIow inconceivably great
is the parents'
responsibility, and how important that
no taint of disease is left in the blood
to be transmitted to the helpless child, entailing the most
iu.uue sunennp;, ana marking its little body with offensive sores and eruptions, catarrh of the nose and throat, weak eyes, glandular
swellings, brittle bones, white swelling and deformity.
How can parents look upon such little sufferers and not reproach
themselves for bringing so much misery into the world? If you have
any disease lurking in your system, how can you expect well developed,
healthy children t Cleanse your own blood and build up your health, and
you have not only enlarged your capacity for the enjoyment of the pleasures
of life, but have discharged a duty all parents owe to posterity, and made
mankind healthier and happier.
There is no remedy that so surely reaches
stubborn blood
troubles ns h. b. S. It searches out even hereditary
poisons, and removes every taint from the blood,
and builds up the general health. If weaklings
are growing up around 3011, right the wrong by
putting them on a course of S. S. S. at once. It i
a purely vegetable medicine, harmless in its effects, and can be taken
by both old and young without fear of any bad results.
Write us about
case, and let our physicians advise and help you.
This will cost you nothing, and we will also send our book on blood and
Skin diseases.
p THE JwlfT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta. Caw

mm

deep-seate-

Northwestern Association Will Hold
Convention In Spokant.
.
,
Washington,
Spokane, Wash.. Jan. 30. Unlet all
signs go astray the convention al the
Northwestern Fruit Growers' association, which U to be held In this city
during the coming week, will be t.ie
largest and mo;t representative gathering of hortieulturallsts and others Interested in the fruit growing Industry
that has ever been held In the Pacific
nothwest.
Advices received by those in charge
of arrangements
for the gathering
show that prominent fruit growers will
be here from many sections of Washington, Oregon and Idaho.
An interesting and Instructive program Is bel.ig arranged, calling for
rspers and addresses on timely topics
b
horticuUu: r l experts of widest
prominence.

"Nej'c;i
Syrr.p hel". m

largely attended service was held
8TILL ANOTHER.
In memory of the king at
St. Margaret Pattens, Rood-lane- .
The Retail Cigar and Tobacco Dealers' Asofficiating clergy were attired In red
sociation Will Antagonize
vestments, this being symbolical of
the Trust.
the blood of the martyr.
New York, Jan, 30. It Is learned
that the Retail Cigar and Tobacco
The crowned heads of every nation. Dealers' association, which has just
The rich men, poor men and misers been incorporated In this state, conAll join in paying tribute to
templates the establishment of a dis
Oe Witt's Little Early Risers.
tributing depot for the handling of
H. Williams, San Anton' . Texas, goods rr.ade by the companies not in
writes: Little Early Riser fills are cluded in or controlled by the tobacco
the beBt I ever used In my family. I trust. The project is regarded as the
unhesitatingly
recommend them to most Important step yet planned In the
everybody. They cure constipation, well organized fight of the Independ
biliousness, sick headache, torpid ent dealers against the combine. Tbe
liver, jaundice, malaria and all other establishment of such a depot Is conliver troubles. J. H. O Rlelly & Co. sidered a trade necessity on account
and B. H. Briggs ft Co.
of the Intent of the association to handle only the product of the independFor uver Sixty Years.
ent factories. By Incorporating and
An old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has giving each member of the association
been used for over sixty years by mil- an actual financial Interest in the suclions of mothers for their children cess of the distributing depot. It Is bewhile teething with perfect success. lieved that any objectionable and possibly illegal similarity to the boycott
It soothes the child, boftens the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and agreement is avoided. Meanwhile, the
Independent dealers, large and small,
is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug- throughout the city are preparing to
gists in every part "f the world. remove all articles known as "trust
goods" from their stores.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
One Hundred Dollars a Box.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and Is the value H. A. Tlsdale, Summerton,
take no other kind.
S. C. places on De Witt's Witch Haiel
Salve. He says: "I had the pltea for
HEARING ON RODEY'S BILL.
20 years.
I tried many doctors and
medicines, but all failed except De
Public Lands Committee Listens to
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It cured
Stockmen's Argument.
me." It is a combination of the healing
A special dispatch from Washington, properties of Witch Hazel with antidated January 28, says:
septics and emollients; relieves and
The house public lands committee permanently cures blind, bleeding
gave. a brief hearing on Delegate
itching and protruding piles, sores,
bill authorizing the erection of cuts, bruises eczema, salt rheum and
drift fences on public lands of New all skin diseases. J. H. O Rlelly ft Co,
Mexico.
and B. H. Briggs & Co.
Judge Conway, representing southwestern stock interests, made arguMourn for Crown Prince.
ment for the measure. He Informed
Vienna, Jan. 30. Emperor Francis
the committee that range conditions Joseph and the Archduchess Marie Vain New Mexico are different from most lerie, his daughter, today observed the
sections of the west, that regions fourteenth anniversary of the tragic
where cattle are herded are subject to death of Crown Prince Rudolph. In
severe storms, and when no drift deepest mourning they went o the
fences are allowed, large numbers of Capuchin church, where they prayed
cattle are frequently driven before beside the wreath covered tombs of
these storms and are lost to their own
prince and murdered mothers. He said the stockmen were com er, the Empress Elizabeth. Both fath
plying with the department's require- er and daughter manifested much emo
ments and removing fences, heretofore tion.
erected, but felt it was only Just that
they should be allowed to erect fences
'Tisn't safe to be a day without Dr,
such as stipulated in Mr. Rodey's bill. Thomas' Eclectr'.c Oil In the house.
which would not retard settlement in Never ran tell what moment an acci
any way, especially as they would be dent Is going to happen.
under control of the secretary of the
Have your horses shod with Ortiz
interior.
The committee referred the bill to Co. by a practical shoer.
Secretary Hitchcock and If he reports
favorably, the measure will be reported to the house. It is hardly possible,
however, that it can receive considera
tion at this session.
A
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Hearts

Ars due to Indigestion, Ninety-nin- e
of everyone hundred people who have
heart trouble can remember hen it
was simpla Indigestion. Il Is a sclen-tifl- o
fact that all cases of heart disease, not organic, are not only traceable to, but are the direct result of
Indigestion. All food taken into the
stomach which falls of perfect digestion ferments and swells the stomach,
puffing It up against the heart. This
Interferes with the action of the heart,
and in ths course of time that delicate
but vital organ becomes diseased.

Rodol

Digests What You Eat

Meet.

Free Cure for 8ick Headache.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets are a certain cure for sick
headache. If taken as soon as the
first indication of the disease appears
they will prevent the attack. Oet a
free sample at all drug stores and give
them a trial.
Preparing for Tailors.
Cincinnati, Jan. 30. The local com
mittee of arrangements is making extensive preparations for entertaining
the visiting delegates who will come
from all parts of the United ' States
next week to attend the meeting of
the Merchant Tailors' National exchange. The convention promises to
be the most successful ever held, the
organization having developed a heal
thy growth during the past year.
One of the matters to be discussed
by the convention Is the proposed establishment of a national home for infirm, disabled or dependent tailors.
The project was first suggested ten
years ago, since wh'ch time funds
have been raised until the aggregate
now aproaches $50,000. It Is believed
that another year will see the realiza
tion of the project Colorado and several other localities have been mentioned as the rite for the Institution,
but no definite selection has as yet
been made.

Mra. Lorlnt Nlchola of Perm Yan, N. Y .
arrltea ; After eating . my food would distress
me by maklne my heart palpitate and I would
become ery weak. Finally I tot a bottle of
Kodol and It fare ma Immediate relief. After
saint a few boctlea I am cured.

Kodol cures Indigestion, dyspepsia
and all stomach disorders, and gives
the heart a full, free and untram-mole- d
action.
Bottles only. $1.00 Site hetdlnt 9 V ferns
the trial alie, whten sails for SOe
MSPAttDSV

mm
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J. H. O'Rlelly ft Co. and B. H. Briggs
ft Co.
Jor(ty of the agents for foreign companies are displaying the latest products of their factories. Owing to tbe
great area available for exhibition purposes, the show is an exceptionally fine
one from a spectacular point of view,
as well as Interesting.

It's folly to suffer from that horrible plague of tbe night, itching plies.
Doan's Ointment cures, quickly and
permanently.
At any drug store, 5D
cents.
May Equal Power of Niagara.
Augueta. Maine, Jan. 30. The Ban-&o- r
board cf trade has taken the inlta-tiv- e
in a movement to ntilize tbe Immense water power of the Penobscot
river, and a company organized for the
purpose will soon be chartered. The
plan cf the promoters involves the
outlay of about $10,000,000, and it Is
expected that, 60.000 to 100,000 horsepower will be developed, or a force almost equal to Niagara.

Simple Cotda.
Cease to be simple, If at all prolonged. The safest way is to put them
aside at the very beginning. Ballard's
Horehound Syrup stops a cold and removes the cause of colds, 2Cc, 50c,
Ail druggists guarantee every bottle $1.00 a bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharof Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and macy B. Rupp".
will refund the money to anyone who
s
Is not satisfied after using
of its contents. This Is the best remedy In the world for la grippe, coughs,
colds, croup and whooping couh and
It preIs pleasant and eafe to take.
vents any tendency of a cold to result
DEALERS IN
in pneumonia. All druggists.
two-third-

P. Parenti & Co.,

o

London'a Automobile Show.
IOndon, Jan. 30. London's automobile show, for which preparations have
been making for a long time past, opened auspiciously today at the Crystal
palace. It is an excellent exhibition
c the progress of the automobile Industry In this country. Nearly ail the
leading British films and a great ma- -

IJOOTS AND SHOES
All kinds of repairing neatly
done best material uced. Courteous treatment.

1J3W.

R, R. Ave.

Ja.
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Said Diabetes.
Brlhts

"

Pine

M'lwaukee, Jan.
'rive good boutj
have been carded b th; Milwaukee
Athletic club for Its fir.: t boxing rhor,
to bs given tonight, and In th winnn
an event of unusual value will be offered in the contest between Art
Simms, of Akron, and Tim Kearns, the
Boston lightweight. Both men have
been training faithfully and appear to
be In splendid trim for the go.
If Simms Is successful In beating
Kearns, he will be matched to fight
Selloff, who recently broke Kearns'
winning streak by securing a decision
over him in a six round bout at Chicago.

0OsaoaV0's00'0-0-0-

Two Hospitals

grave-yarCs.-

KODOLifll

Disease and Diabetes

Are Positively Curublc.
j-- c

People cither cured or recovering from the
stove diseases are lu every ward In this city,

Mrs. C C. Matbewaon, proprietor of tne Clifton
Hotel. Uit Powell street, la one of tueiu, and

makis this atatemeet

THE HYDE

:

Powell St., s.n Frne1eo, Ko. ji, loo'..
Fur two jean I eaffcrcd ure.Uy from dlaicu.
Finally 1 liad to go to one of u.e lii.iplt.',, going to
one of llil. cftr'. very beat Three pnyK:l.n. then
connruieit my
m r. dlal-t- .
and put n uii'ler
treatment ami nrlct diet. o. n'ng no re'lef. I
1
home.
got .tea.tlly .on and went to anotliLT
well known city hohpltal.
1 l.e pliy.lclan. there alio
aald dlal-ele- .
at.d.tatee Chat they could prih.L' my
life, hut that I could never le se'l. I left the hr
pltal after a few month, comr WHy broken doao, the
percentage of .uijar being 11 percent. It wa. al
thl. Juncture I tcard of the lu)lon Compound aad
cntfur It. Tneaeeond and tl.'rd week. I begat to
e'eep anintrrriiptrdiy,
and 1 und that the awfu'
llilr.t I had .uttered with f.r oyer two year, bad
left me. 1 am now an entln-IdllTcreut peron.
thootth .Clll taking It to
ruianency. I bare
iwointnended It to a Dumkr all getting faeorahla
reaulu. one wa. a warm i oil and another I. a
Berkeley attorney who bud ::r Kht'a blwate and li
aow prrtvct'y restored. I di:.k publicity, but fuel
ILat thai thing ought to Ir fcnoa u.
BOS

ili:.. I

C.

.'Iirruifiiii.

Medical works agree that Ilrlgut'a Disease
and Dlalietes are Incurable, but
percent, are
positively recovering ULdr tbe Fulton Com
rounds (Common forms f kidney coroplalui
and rLeomatlam offer but hor reaiiiUnca.
Di-Price, II for tbe lirlh-ht,- s
a e and II 50 for
the Diabct'o Compound. J t n J- Fulton Co , J0
Montgomery atrt-et-,
Sun rjni leco, sole compounders. J'reo
made for patioota. &
crlptlve pamphlet mailed fro.
J. H. O Rlelly & Co.. Sole Agents,

Albuquerque.

Visit the Navajo BlanketAHeadquartersofv58v

EXPLORING EXPEDITION
and see the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in
i

Existences . We Supply the World.
V,

205 South
Opp:slte Santa Fe DepDt.

-

First Street
-

Albuquerque, New Hexict
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

X

Frank Cline came
Ko
'

We'll,
Clean Them Out
Broken sizes and such lines of Men's, Women's and
Children's shoes, which we shall not carry the conning
seasotv as welas all our Felt and Rubber Footwear.
.... They are all new and
neither soiled or shopworn and guarantee to give satisfaction.
.

--

,

up-to-d-

.NOTICE THE rOLLOWINO
w

PRICE..

She.es, Box C, If or Vici Kid.

$3,50 reduced to. '. . . . . .
Men's Shoes Chrome Calf,
"'" $3.00 reduced to
Women's Shoes, Black Kid,.
$3.00 reduced to
Women's Shoes, Biack Dongola,
$3.50 reduced to
Felt Shoes and Slippers for Men and Women,
$1.35 reduced to

$3.50
.

...

$2.25

...

$2.25
$2 OO

$1.10

.

THE

7

hWq-

SEASONS

IN

ONE

crowd our r helves and windows
spring, summer, autumn and winter
vegetables and fruits In cans and pars
for your winter requirements, and Its
a wonder how such goods can be put
up; and sold so cheaply as we sell 'em
but liere they are, yours for the buying.

lfKH

-

FOUR

J

L. UK.LL & CO.

Nob. .118 and

10

South Second

St

i

Instead of Waiting....
Until the End of the Season, We Offer the Bal- ance of Our Felt Goods Now While You Still
Have Use for Them
j

,

T. M UENSTERM AN- 224 South Second St.

'MONEY TO LOAN.
On dlanionuh, watcnes, etc., or an? S The Whltson Music company
Rood security; also househoVl
good'
will give a 20 per cent discount
stored with me: strictly confidential X on the largest and most
complete
Highest cash, price paid for household
line of musical Instruments, In-,400ds. Automatic 'phone 120.
X eluding the best makes of pianos
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold aveuuv. X In the southwest.
;

'

V'"

kXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

CITY .NEWS.

X
X
X
X
X

x

FOR TREES, VINES, ETC.,
WHEN jcu want good, lasting, frea See Whitcomb, Eighth and
TIJeras.
burning, than hand screened coal,
ring up Hahn on either 'phone.
New Rag Carpets.
Made to order at mv home 1519
Acorn hate' burners. The .vorld t
standaid. Whitney Comapny.
South Second street; also rug making.
Look Into Kleiiiwort
market on Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
Noriij Tbiru trrt. Ha ha the Dici
frea!) meats tn the city.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
in Mexican drawn -- ora we are
hewing a big assortment. Albert
'aher. 305 Rail mail ver.ue.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
Gentlemen! let us lace your measure now for tiew suit. Our tailoring
Undertakers- pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency
Don't neglect to examine the shoes
and
we have sn special sale during this
month. They are on display In our Lig
Embalmers
window and represent the latest styles
In up lo date footwear. We guarantee
20 Year.' Experience In this City
every pair to give satisfaction and you
will find it to your interest to take adNorth 8econd St
vantage of this opportunity. C. May's
BOTH PHONES.
Popular Priced Shoe Store, 21)8 Weiit
Railroad Avenue.
'

201-21-
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Calibrated Rantourl
Hat, blmck or pearl,

Bern thm

$4.00

u

We are sole agents In this
city for this hat which Is well
known to all styllbh dressers.
BTETBON HATB
YOUNQ'B HATB
Kin bury BS.OO Matt

f

IE

Lm

last night.

Dr. H. H. . Vanklrk

Is In the c ity
from Fort Wlngate.
.Tames D. Lucas, a mining expert of
Cerrlllos, Is in the city.
Attend the Italian band entertainment at Colombo hall tonight.
Deputy United Mates
Marshal
Forbes wns a passenger north Inst
night.
HERES A LOT OF SUITS THAT
E. P. Iluhhcll, representing the Den
ALWAYS COLD FOR $10 AND $12
ver Type Foundry company, la In the
city today.
FOR A FEW DAYS WE HAVE
The famous Ellrry Italian band at
CHANGED THE TICKET3 TO
Colombo hall tonight. .Everybody
thou Id attend.
If you want to hear flue music, at
tend the Ellery Italian band concert at
Colombo hall tonight.
Miss Illanche Fitch,
daughter of
Capt. A. B. Fitch, of Magdalena, Is In
the city visiting and shopping.
MANY STYLES AND ALL SIZES
Probate Judge Esqulpula Baca Is
clown from Pena Blanca. He will open
REPRESENTED.
BETTER TAKE
probate court at the court house on
ADVANTAGE.
Monday, next.
Mrs. I,. B. Stern returned this morning from Socorro, where she had been
visiting with her patents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Price.
E. W. Wright, who represents the
Rothenburg & Schlnss Cigar company
In Arizona and New Mexico, was a pas
THE RAILROAD AVENUE
senger foi-.tlast night.
CLOTHIER.
Dr. G. W. Tight, president of the
University of New Mexico, who has
been at the capital on legislative bus
ncss, returned to the city last night.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
The sewer connection with the Rio
1 pkg Purina health flour and 1 pkg
Grande Woolen Mills has been com
Farina
...25c
pleted. . The sewer main la 800 feet
The celebrated Newton Creamery
long and connects with the Second
Butter
30c
avenue main.
Curry Powder, per bottle
25c
Mrs. A. L. Hale and daughter, Grace,
Cranberry sauce, per can
10c
will leave tonight for Troy, Kansas.
Strictly fresh pecans, per lb
,..10c
Mrs. Hale received a message yester
Lion coffee (none will lie ground at
day stating that her father, who re
this gale)
10c
sides at Troy, is quite ill.
2
t
pkgs celluloid starch. .. .ioc
Among the Important Improvements
Choice comb honey
I0c.
recently made In the city are a num
Seeded raisins, pkg
10c
ber of neat brick cottages built on
Jelly In opal glass dish
10c
Third avenue.
J. E. Haines Is the
A full line of patent meuiclnes. every
owner of these pretty cottages.
day prices, dollar sizes 90c. 50c sizes
4oc, zoc sizes 20c.
Charles S. Scheurich, general mer
chant at Bland, who has been spending
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE. Proprietor.
ths past few days in the city, visiting
end trading with local wholesale mer
HELLED pecan nut meats 50 cents
chants, left for home th!s morning.
nound. laren ohetled glKnnili Rn
The street car drivers of AlluquerU
ptfiiiiuis
ucuiD fuuuu,
ceniS
que will give a dance to their friends
pound. See cur stock of fresh crackat Orthestrlou hall tomorrow night.
packages.
ers
In
SAN JOSE MARJanuary 31. Manager Trimble has
KET.
kindly given the boys the use of the
hall.
The second session of St. Vincent
Mrs. H. Albers left this morning for
academy opens February 3. For course
Pueblo, Colo., where Mr. Albcis Is em
of study, terms of tuition, music, etc.,
ployed In the postofllce transfer de
apply to Sisters of Cha.Mty.
partmnt as substitute for S. D. Din
widdle, transfer clerk of the mails at
Spring lamb at the SAN JOSE MARthat place.
KET.
Frank Eldred. a well known eastern
A party will build a house for sale
gentleman, came In last night, and
on easy monthly payments. Apply to
proceeded on to the City of Mexico.
R. W. D. Bryan.
Frank Cllne, of Santa Fe, accompanied him to this city. Mr. Cline reATEXT case oysters fresh by ex-Iffi press
turns north tonight.
Saturday
morning Blue
W.
V.
Wolvin,
U.
r.
:..
Sur
dental
On next Wednesday
evening the geon
Points, Connecticut Standards, MaryPacific,
Fe
Santa
Railroad,
Giant
local lodge of Spanish-AmericaWar clocK. liotr ptioiies.
land Standards. Try our fancy dressed
Veterans will have a big smoker In
o
chickens. Fine fresh eggs, 25 cents
Carpenters' hail on West Gold avenue.
Grand Opening.
dozen. Saturday. SAN JOSE MARAll veterans of this war are invited,
"The North Pole" saloon, at No. 213 KET.
and a rattling good time is assured.
Second street. Is now ready for busiAt the Woman's Exchange you can
Dr. G. W. Harrison, who went to ness, but the well known proprietor.
Santa Fe the fore part of the week to Chas. Keppeler, will give a grand open get fresh home made bread every day.
appear before the territorial legisla- ing and free lunch at the resort Satur Rye, graham, whole wheat, oatmeal
tive assembly as a delegate from the day night. Everybody Invited to visit bread always on hand. Tuesday and
city council on matters of Importance the new place and partake of the good Thursday salt rising bread. On Wednesday meat pies. Every Saturday
to the city of Albuquerque, returned things to pat.
Boston brown bread and baked beans.
home last night.
A full stock of health foods always In
25
pound,
cents
brie
RE3
de
cheese
A. B. McGaMey, of the
Mr.nned'Signy 25 cents pound, comem- - stock. 323 Second street. Bell 'phone
Hyde coir.;ja.iy, returned from a business trip to Denver today, accompany- bert 25 cents box, neufchatel 2 for 15 A15.
ing him were Rodman Bouek, of cents, Imported Swiss 40 cents pound.
'OR health's sake eat Patent Case
Farmlngton, and J. W. Benham, of imported roquefort 60 cents pound, N.
oysters. They are not embalmed,
20 cents pound,
cream
full
Y.
American
York,
New
directors of the Hyde
oysters
20 cents and are the only pure food
llmburger
brick,
all
Swiss
and
company, who were In Denver with
They
Albuqeurque.
can
In
be obsold
,
but-creamery
Sedgwick
pound.
Use
Mr. McGaffey.
MARSAN
only
JOSE
the
from
tained
(15
cents. SAN JOSE
ter two pounds
KET. Patent Case oysters have all
Watson Downs, recently with the MARKET.
the delicious succulent flavor of the
United States postofllce department
here, but now district superintendent
Are you looking for an extra nice shell oyster.
for the International Correspondence pair of ladies'. stockings for 25c? Try
schools of Scranton, Pa., has returned a pair of our "Style GOO Black Cat
MONEYIOLOANX
from a trip to Gallup. He reports Hose." They are excellent fitters,
having experienced severe weather splendid wearers and perfectly fast
On diamonds, watches or any good
while In the Carbon city.
black. For sale at C. May's Popular security. Great bargains in watches
Trains from both the north and Priced Shoe Store, 208 West Railroad of every description.
A. H. YANOW
south continue to arrive late. No. 1, avenne.
209 South Second street, a few doors
o
of last night, from the north was an
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen.
north of postofllce.
hour late, and No. 7 was a trifle more
than an hour late. Severe weather In
the east Is given as a cause. No. 2, of
this morning, from the weBt, was almost an hour late. A crippled engine
wag the cause.
The RIo Grande Woolen Mills, the
big manufacturing Institution promoted and built by J. H. Bearrup on the
Mountain road. Is to receive its motive
power, electricity, from the Albuquerque Electric Light and Power company. The poles for the lines and wires
are put up and the wires are being
strung. The new mills are nearlng
Souvenir Teaspoons, beautiful now die work,
completion rapidly.
from the best photograph of the "Hotel
A larso Navajo blanket and three
Alvarado" ever taken. Gold bowl
fmall Navajo rugs were stolen from
A. D. Johnson's residence, &12 South
ONLY $1 50 JtfACII.
Broadway, last night about 7 o'clock.
The blankets had been hung on a
clothes line in the rear of the house,
and the thief who took them must
have seen them there In the afternoon
and formed his plana of operation before it got dark. The stolen property
is valued at about $20. Quite a number of Navajo blankets have been stolen from people living on the Highlands
the past few months.
DIAMOND
The Albuquerque guards are making
elaborate preparations for a grand ball
Albuquerqut 3 Leadlr.g
Railroad Ave 6
on Thursday evening. February 5.
Since a well equipped orchestra makes

Washburn

J.

POST

& CO.

WHOLESALE
'

cy

Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
and Bale Ties, Roofing Iron, Bar
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Steam Fittings, , Brass Valves.
ovvvovat the Lowest Prices
ENGINEERS' and MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES

Southwestern

Simon Stern

WM TON a Bam
Repair House
Work Solicited From Entire Southwest

.

Increased FacifiticsMorc Help

ten-cen-

S. VANN & SON
PROPRIETORS

Near Postotnce

Both 'Phones
a

A CLEAN

ALVARADQ ....

....EVERITT....
rHb

PALAti
Jtweler

SHAVE

you can always have wnen using

one of our fine tempered steel
razors. Our stock of fine cutlery is all of the best cutting
quality, whether it be carving
knives, pocket knives, shears,
or scissors.
We keep nothing
but the best quality, and our
prices have been ground down
as sharp as our cutlery.

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST COLD AVENUE.

OSTEOPATHY
Is an advancement

in the science of
medicine, searching for the cause of
disease, and removing obstructions to
the nerve and blood supply to the
Nothing succeeds
diseased organ.
like success. Yours In the work,

,

.. .

Our new early Spring styles
in Soft Hats have arrived and
are models of style, beauty and
elegance.

y

down from Santa

E.

I

1

Felt Slipper'., plain or fur trimmed, felj or leather sole., for Men, Wo- men and Children, also Infant.' Romeoa and carriage boot.; all go at cost
to clcse them out. Get your slz while they la.t.

Opposite Pcsteffice.

.

a dance a more pnjoyable affair the
boys have decided that nothing short
of the best will satli fy them. The ball
w'U be given at Giant hall. The funds
received will be used for the benefit
of the organization, which Is steadily
Improving In every way. The boys are
tiklnj; considerably more Interest In
Iho work nn.t In ..h:ir tlmn u'ftl hnvp
j a
full equipped organization of whleh
(the city will have ever reason to feel
proud.
It has been announced tnat Prof. C.
T. Nicholson and Miss Bessie .:enatil
nre to be mnriled In a few days. Both
are well known In the city and popular
favorites In the best social circles.
MissMenaul Is the daughter of Dr.
John Menaiil, living on t.ie Highlands.
Professor Nicholson came to Albuquerque r.ome years ns:o from Kenturky,
and until recently was principal of thp
Second ward nrhonls.
Nathan Railh, the well Inown sheep
raiser, will have tomorrow night tor
l.os Angeles, Cel.. where Mrs. Barth
and daughter, M!fk Bertha, have been
the pnst few weeks for their healtii.
Mr. Barth has recently returned from
his sheep ranges In the Zunl mountains, and reports the sheep In fine condition, the country having been recently visited by a fine snow.
A
en lire party was given
last night by Mr. nnd Mrs. F. H. Kent
at their residence on West Copper avenue, and those pit sent had a splendid
time. Mrs. W. P. Metcalf and Mrs.
R. W. D. Bryan won the first and second prizes for ladies, respectively,
while Fe'.lx 11. Lester and O. A. Matson
took the men's prizes.
Al. Frost, who wns at Belen looking
up a location for the branch house of
the First National bank, has returned
to the city. He says the branch bank
will occupy quarters at the John Becker company store until a building is
erected for the purpose. The new bank
will be ready for business by February 15.
Georse E. Roe, general freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe at
El Paso, is in the city interviewing the
merchants In regard to freight rates
md looking after other important matters. He will return to El Paso tomorrow night.
Judge A. A. Freeman, who has been
spoken of as a candidate for the Judgeship of the Fifth Judicial district provided Judge McMillan is retired, has
announced that he Is not a 'candidate
for the office.
T. J. Curran, of the firm of Curran,
Jenks & StubbB, mining brokers, Is' the
owner of a fine new automobile. The
new machine, arrived yesterday.
It is
'
a beauty.
George Weinert, one of the best gen-erai clerks, tn the city, will leave tonight for Belen, where he accepts a
position with, the John Becker company.
.
A new postoffU e has been establish
ed at Publitos, Valencia county, with
Charles Mann, the general merchant
at Jarales, as the postmaster.
Herman Claussen, who is in charge
of the boarding tents along the Santa
Fe Central, is in the city on a visit of
a few days to his wife.
Policeman Rossi is on the sick list.

903

C. H. CONNER, M.D., D.O.

COLOMBO HALL COLOMBO HALL
One Night Only

Friday, Jan. 30

' TheBlgMelo--

Royal Italian
....BAND....

Directed

Band-

IN

MISSOURI"

A Romantic Love Tale.
Also Embodying Sensational Feature
and Situation, of Intense Interest.

New Play

TMC

GREAT "BLUE CUT" TRAIN
ROBBERY.

A. it Actually Occurred on September
7, 1881. The Most Natural Train
Effect Ever Produced.

DIRECT FROM THEIR GREAT
WESTERN SUCCESSES

for this Engagement

BOYS

Exploiting the Most Thrilling Happenings Indulged in by These
Famous Brother..

RIlfELA

PRICES

and Modern Stage Story

A

GREAT MUSICIANS
ALL SOLOISTS
by Italy's Knighted
master, the Wonderful

A New

"JAMES

ELLERY'S

D

ram a tic Feast

FIRST APPEARANCE IN THIS CITY
OF

'

FEB. 4

VVEDNDESDAY,

$ 1.00

A

Scenic Splendor and
Every Act Superbly Mounted. A Ca.t of Sterling Worth.
Patho. and
Comedy C I v r I y

Marvel

In

Mas.ivene...

Combined.

Seats on sale Monday, Jan. 26, at 8
o'clock at Matson'. Book and Station SEATS ON SALE MONDAY
ING AT MATSON'S.
ary Store.

MORN-

